






Raves for the Work
of STEPHEN KING!

“Excellent, psychologically textured… Stephen King is so widely acknowledged
as America’s master of paranormal terrors that you can forget his real genius is
for the everyday.”

— New York Times Book Review

“Mr. King makes palpable the longing and regret that arise out of calamity, and
deftly renders the kindness and pettiness that can mark small-town life.”

— The Wall Street Journal

“The author is not only immensely popular but immensely talented, a modern-
day counterpart to Twain, Hawthorne, Dickens.”

—Publishers Weekly

“Extraordinarily vivid… an impressive tour de force, a sensitive character study
that holds the reader rapt.”

—Playboy

“Stephen King is superb.”
—Time

“A thoroughly compelling thriller.”
—Esquire

“Don’t start this one on a school night, kids. You’ll be up till dawn.”
—People

“A big, serious, scary novel… King is at the top of his game.”



—Entertainment Weekly

“As brilliant a dark dream as has ever been dreamed in this century.”
—The Palm Beach Post

“Breathtaking… awesome. Carries such momentum the reader must force
himself to slow down!”

— New York Times Book Review

“A great book… A landmark in American literature.”
—Chicago Sun-Times

“Stephen King is an immensely talented storyteller of seemingly inexhaustible
gifts.”

—Interview

“For those of you who think Stephen King writes only horror �ction, think
again… King o�ers readers a rare blend of luminous prose, thought-provoking
themes and masterful storytelling.”

— San Diego Union Tribune

“Wonderful… an illusionist extraordinaire, King peoples his �ction with
believable characters. The power… lies in the amazing richness of his fevered
imagination—he just can’t stop coming up with haunting plots.”

— Publishers Weekly

“He’s a master storyteller. Gather around the pages of his literary camp�re and
he’ll weave you a darn good yarn.”

—Houston Chronicle

“King is a born storyteller.”
—Library Journal



“King surpasses our expectations, leaves us spellbound and hungry for the next
twist of plot.”

—The Boston Globe

“Top shelf. You couldn’t go wrong with a King book.”
—Michael Connelly

“By far the world’s most popular author… He never seems to use up the magic.”
—Chicago Tribune

“King has invented genres, reinvented them, then stepped outside what he
himself has accomplished… Stephen King, like Mark Twain, is an American
genius.”

—Greg Iles

“King has written… a novel that’s as hauntingly touching as it is just plain
haunted… one of his freshest and most frightening works to date.”

—Entertainment Weekly

“Stephen King is much more than just a horror �ction writer. And I believe that
he’s never been given credit for taking American literature and stretching its
boundaries.”

—Gloria Naylor

“To my mind, King is one of the most underestimated novelists of our time.”
— Mordechai Richler, The Vancouver Sun

“An absorbing, constantly surprising novel �lled with true narrative magic.”
—The Washington Post

“Stephen King is the Winslow Homer of blood.”
—The New Yorker



“Enthralling… superb.”
—Dallas Times Herald

“A spellbinder, a compulsive page-turner.”
—Atlanta Journal

“It grabs you and holds you and won’t let go… a genuine page turner.”
—Chattanooga Times

“Blending philosophy with a plot that moves at supersonic speed while
showcasing deeply imagined characters… an impressive sensitivity to what has
often loosely been called the human condition.”

—Newsday

“You surrender yourself… King engulfs you… and carries you away to 4AM page-
turning.”

—A.P. Wire

“Thoroughly exciting… scary and real.”
— Chicago Tribune

“A spellbinding piece of literature.”
—Library Journal

“Haunting and touching… a literary event.”
—Entertainment Weekly

“In a special and startling way, King has created a small American gem of a
story.”

—Chicago Tribune

“A tour de force… vastly entertaining.”
—The Atlanta Journal-Constitution



“A literary triumph… Read this book.”
—Milwaukee Journal

“King is a master storyteller.”
—Seattle Times

“Superbly crafted… extraordinary.”
—Booklist

“His writing has a lyricism, an evocative descriptive sweep… It’s a gift.”
—The Columbia State

“Dazzlingly well written.”
—The Indianapolis Star

“Faultlessly paced… continuously engrossing.”
—Los Angeles Times

“King is a terri�c storyteller.”
—San Francisco Chronicle

“A knockout thriller… brilliant, compelling… grips you by the throat.”
—Flint Journal

“The pages turn and you’re snared by his web.”
—Baton Rouge Advocate

“King possesses an incredible sense of story… [He is] a gifted writer of intensely
felt emotions, a soulful writer in control of a spare prose that never gets in the
way of the story… I, for one (of millions), wait impatiently to see where this king
of storytellers takes us next.”

—Ridley Pearson
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After deciding he would get nothing of interest from the two old men who
comprised the entire sta� of The Weekly Islander, the feature writer from the
Boston Globe took a look at his watch, remarked that he could just make the
one-thirty ferry back to the mainland if he hurried, thanked them for their time,
dropped some money on the tablecloth, weighted it down with the salt shaker so
the sti�sh onshore breeze wouldn’t blow it away, and hurried down the stone
steps from The Grey Gull’s patio dining area toward Bay Street and the little
town below. Other than a few cursory gleeps at her breasts, he hardly noticed the
young woman sitting between the two old men at all.

Once the Globe writer was gone, Vince Teague reached across the table and
removed the bills—two �fties—from beneath the salt shaker. He tucked them
into a �ap pocket of his old but serviceable tweed jacket with a look of
unmistakable satisfaction.

“What are you doing?” Stephanie McCann asked, knowing how much Vince
enjoyed shocking what he called “her young bones” (how much they both did,
really), but in this instance not able to keep the shock out of her voice.

“What does it look like?” Vince looked more satis�ed than ever. With the
money gone he smoothed down the �ap over the pocket and took the last bite of
his lobster roll. Then he patted his mouth with his paper napkin and deftly
caught the departed Globe writer’s plastic lobster bib when another, fresher gust
of salt-scented breeze tried to carry it away. His hand was almost grotesquely
gnarled with arthritis, but mighty quick for all that.

“It looks like you just took the money Mr. Hanratty left to pay for our
lunch,” Stephanie said.

“Ayuh, good eye there, Ste�,” Vince agreed, and winked one of his own at the
other man sitting at the table. This was Dave Bowie, who looked roughly Vince
Teague’s age but was in fact twenty-�ve years younger. It was all a matter of the



equipment you got in the lottery, was what Vince claimed; you ran it until fell
apart, patching it up as needed along the way, and he was sure that even to folks
who lived a hundred years—as he hoped to do—it seemed like not much more
than a summer afternoon in the end.

“But why?”
“Are you afraid I’m gonna sti� the Gull for the tab and stick Helen with it?”

he asked her.
“No… who’s Helen?”
“Helen Hafner, she who waited on us.” Vince nodded across the patio where

a slightly overweight woman of about forty was picking up dishes. “Because it’s
the policy of Jack Moody—who happens to own this �ne eating establishment,
and his father before him, if you care—”

“I do,” she said.
David Bowie, The Weekly Islander’s managing editor for just shy of the years

Helen Hafner had lived, leaned forward and put his pudgy hand over her young
and pretty one. “I know you do,” he said. “Vince does, too. That’s why he’s
taking the long way around Robin Hood’s barn to explain.”

“Because school is in,” she said, smiling.
“That’s right,” Dave said, “and what’s nice for old guys like us?”
“You only have to bother teaching people who want to learn.”
“That’s right,” Dave said, and leaned back. “That’s nice.” He wasn’t wearing

a suit-coat or sport-coat but an old green sweater. It was August and to
Stephanie it seemed quite warm on the Gull’s patio in spite of the onshore
breeze, but she knew that both men felt the slightest chill. In Dave’s case, this
surprised her a little; he was only sixty-�ve and carrying an extra thirty pounds,
at least. But although Vince Teague might look no more than seventy (and an
agile seventy at that, in spite of his twisted hands), he had turned ninety earlier
that summer and was as skinny as a rail. “A stu�ed string” was what Mrs. Pinder,
The Islander’s part-time secretary, called him. Usually with a disdainful sni�.

“The Grey Gull’s policy is that the waitresses are responsible for the tabs their
tables run up until those tabs are paid,” Vince said. “Jack tells all the ladies that
when they come in lookin for work, just so they can’t come whining to him later
on, sayin they didn’t know that was part of the deal.”



Stephanie surveyed the patio, which was still half-full even at twenty past one,
and then looked into the main dining room, which overlooked Moose Cove.
There almost every table was still taken, and she knew that from Memorial Day
until the end of July, there would be a line outside until nearly three o’clock.
Controlled bedlam, in other words. To expect every waitress to keep track of
every single customer when she was busting her ass, carrying trays of steaming
boiled lobsters and clams—

“That hardly seems…” She trailed o�, wondering if these two old fellows,
who’d probably been putting out their paper before such a thing as the
minimum wage even existed, would laugh at her if she �nished.

“Fair might be the word you’re lookin for,” Dave said dryly, and picked up a
roll. It was the last one in the basket.

Fair came out fay-yuh, which more or less rhymed with ayuh, the Yankee
word which seemed to mean both yes and is that so. Stephanie was from
Cincinnati, Ohio, and when she had �rst come to Moose-Lookit Island to do an
internship on The Weekly Islander, she had nearly despaired… which, in
downeast lingo, also rhymed with ayuh. How could she learn anything when she
could only understand one word in every seven? And if she kept asking them to
repeat themselves, how long would it be before they decided she was a congenital
idiot (which on Moose-Look was pronounced ijit, of course)?

She had been on the verge of quitting four days into a four-month University
of Ohio postgrad program when Dave took her aside one afternoon and said,
“Don’t you quit on it, Ste�, it’ll come to ya.” And it had. Almost overnight, it
seemed, the accent had clari�ed. It was as if she’d had a bubble in her ear which
had suddenly, miraculously popped. She thought she could live here the rest of
her life and never talk like them, but understand them? Ayuh, that much she
could do, deah.

“Fair was the word,” she agreed.
“One that hasn’t ever been in Jack Moody’s vocabulary, except in how it

applies to the weather,” Vince said, and then, with no change of tone, “Put that
roll down, David Bowie, ain’t you gettin fat, I swan, soo-ee, pig-pig-pig.”

“Last time I looked, we wa’ant married,” Dave said, and took another bite of
his roll. “Can’t you tell her what’s on what passes for your mind without scoldin



me?”
“Ain’t he pert?” Vince said. “No one ever taught him not to talk with his

mouth full, either.” He hooked an arm over the back of his chair, and the breeze
from the bright ocean blew his �ne white hair back from his brow. “Ste�,
Helen’s got three kids from twelve to six and a husband that run o� and left her.
She don’t want to leave the island, and she can make a go of it—just—waitressin
at The Grey Gull because summers are a little fatter than the winters are lean.
Do you follow that?”

“Yes, absolutely,” Stephanie said, and just then the lady in question
approached. Stephanie noticed that she was wearing heavy support hose that did
not entirely conceal varicose veins, and that there were dark circles under her
eyes.

“Vince, Dave,” she said, and contented herself with just a nod at the pretty
third, whose name she did not know. “See your friend dashed o�. For the ferry?”

“Yep,” Dave said. “Discovered he had to get back down-Boston.”
“Ayuh? All done here?”
“Oh, leave on a bit,” Vince said, “but bring us a check when you like, Helen.

Kids okay?”
Helen Hafner grimaced. “Jude fell out of his tree-house and broke his arm

last week. Didn’t he holler! Scared me bout to death!”
The two old men looked at each other… then laughed. They sobered quickly,

looking ashamed, and Vince o�ered his sympathies, but it wouldn’t do for
Helen.

“Men can laugh,” she told Stephanie with a tired, sardonic smile. “They all
fell out of treehouses and broke their arms when they were boys, and they all
remember what little pirates they were. What they don’t remember is Ma gettin
up in the middle of the night to give em their aspirin tablets. I’ll bring you the
check.” She shu�ed o� in a pair of sneakers with rundown backs.

“She’s a good soul,” Dave said, having the grace to look slightly shamefaced.
“Yes, she is,” Vince said, “and if we got the rough side of her tongue we

probably deserved it. Meanwhile, here’s the deal on this lunch, Ste�. I dunno
what three lobster rolls, one lobster dinner with steamers, and four iced teas cost
down there in Boston, but that feature writer must have forgot that up here



we’re livin at what an economist might call ‘the source of supply’ and so he
dropped a hundred bucks on the table. If Helen brings us a check that says any
more than �fty-�ve, I’ll smile and kiss a pig. With me so far?”

“Yes, sure,” Stephanie said.
“Now the way this works for that fella from the Globe is that he scratches

Lunch, Gray Gull, Moose-Lookit Island and Unexplained Mysteries Series in his
little Boston Globe expense book while he’s ridin back to the mainland on the
ferry, and if he’s honest he writes one hundred bucks and if he’s got a smidge of
larceny in his soul, he writes a hundred and twenty and takes his girl to the
movies on the extra. Got that?”

“Yes,” Stephanie said, and looked at him with reproachful eyes as she drank
the rest of her iced tea. “I think you’re very cynical.”

“No, if I was very cynical, I would have said a hundred and thirty, and for
sure.” This made Dave snort laughter. “In any case, he left a hundred, and that’s
at least thirty-�ve dollars too much, even with a twenty percent tip added in. So I
took his money. When Helen brings the check, I’ll sign it, because the Islander
runs a tab here.”

“And you’ll tip more than twenty percent, I hope,” Stephanie said, “given her
situation at home.”

“That’s just where you’re wrong,” Vince said.
“I am? Why am I?”
He looked at her patiently. “Why do you think? Because I’m cheap? Yankee-

tight?”
“No. I don’t believe that any more than I think black men are lazy or

Frenchmen think about sex all day long.”
“Then put your brain to work. God gave you a good one.”
Stephanie tried, and the two men watched her do it, interested.
“She’d see it as charity,” Stephanie �nally said.
Vince and Dave exchanged an amused glance.
“What?” Stephanie asked.
“Gettin a little close to lazy black men and sexy Frenchmen, ain’tcha, dear?”

Dave asked, deliberately broadening his downeast accent into what was nearly a



burlesque drawl. “Only now it’s the proud Yankee woman that won’t take
charity.”

Feeling that she was straying ever deeper into the sociological thickets,
Stephanie said, “You mean she would take it. For her kids, if not for herself.”

“The man who bought our lunch was from away,” Vince said. “As far as
Helen Hafner’s concerned, folks from away just about got money fallin out of
their… their wallets.”

Amused at his sudden detour into delicacy on her account, Stephanie looked
around, �rst at the patio area where they were sitting, then through the glass at
the indoor seating area. And she saw an interesting thing. Many—perhaps even
most—of the patrons out here in the breeze were locals, and so were most of the
waitresses serving them. Inside were the summer people, the so-called “o�-
islanders,” and the waitresses serving them were younger. Prettier, too, and also
from away. Summer help. And all at once she understood. She had been wrong
to put on her sociologist’s hat. It was far simpler than that.

“The Grey Gull waitresses share tips, don’t they?” she asked. “That’s what it
is.”

Vince pointed a �nger at her like a gun and said, “Bingo.”
“So what do you do?”
“What I do,” he said, “is tip �fteen percent when I sign the check and put

forty dollars of that Globe fella’s cash in Helen’s pocket. She gets all of that, the
paper doesn’t get hurt, and what Uncle Sam don’t know don’t bother him.”

“It’s the way America does business,” Dave said solemnly.
“And do you know what I like?” Vince Teague said, turning his face up into

the sun. When he squinted his eyes closed against its brilliance, what seemed like
a thousand wrinkles sprang into existence on his skin. They did not make him
look his age, but they did make him look eighty.

“No, what?” Stephanie asked, amused.
“I like the way the money goes around and around, like clothes in a drier. I

like watching it. And this time when the machine �nally stops turning, the
money �nishes up here on Moosie where folks actually need it. Also, just to
make it perfect, that city fellow did pay for our lunch, and he walked away with
nones.”



“Ran, actually,” Dave said. “Had to make that boat, don’tcha know. Made
me think of that Edna St. Vincent Millay poem. ‘We were very tired, we were
very merry, we went back and forth all night on the ferry.’ That’s not exactly it,
but it’s close.”

“He wasn’t very merry, but he’ll be good and tired by the time he gets to his
next stop,” Vince said. “I think he mentioned Madawaska. Maybe he’ll �nd
some unexplained mysteries there. Why anyone’d want to live in such a place, for
instance. Dave, help me out.”

Stephanie believed there was a kind of telepathy between the two old men,
rough but real. She’d seen several examples of it since coming to Moose-Lookit
Island almost three months ago, and she saw another example of it now. Their
waitress was returning, check in hand. Dave’s back was to her, but Vince saw her
coming and the younger man knew exactly what the Islander’s editor wanted.
Dave reached into his back pocket, removed his wallet, removed two bills, folded
them between his �ngers, and passed them across the table. Helen arrived a
moment later. Vince took the check from her with one gnarled hand. With the
other he slipped the bills into the skirt pocket of her uniform.

“Thank you, darlin,” he said.
“You sure you don’t want dessert?” she asked. “There’s Mac’s chocolate

cherry cake. It’s not on the menu, but we’ve still got some.”
“I’ll pass. Ste�?”
She shook her head. So—with some regret—did Dave Bowie.
Helen favored (if that was the word) Vincent Teague with a look of dour

judgment. “You could use fattening up, Vince.”
“Jack Sprat and his wife, that’s me n Dave,” Vince said brightly.
“Ayuh.” Helen glanced at Stephanie, and one of her tired eyes closed in a brief

wink of surprising good humor. “You picked a pair, Missy,” she said.
“They’re all right,” Stephanie said.
“Sure, and after this you’ll probably go straight to the New York Times,”

Helen said. She picked up the plates, added, “I’ll be back for the rest of the
ridding-up,” and sailed away.

“When she �nds that forty dollars in her pocket,” Stephanie said, “will she
know who put it there?” She looked again at the patio, where perhaps two dozen



customers were drinking co�ee, iced tea, afternoon beers, or eating o�-the-menu
chocolate cherry cake. Not all looked capable of slipping forty dollars in cash
into a waitress’s pocket, but some of them did.

“Probably she will,” Vince said, “but tell me something, Ste�.”
“I will if I can.”
“If she didn’t know, would that make it illegal tender?”
“I don’t know what you—”
“I think you do,” he said. “Come on, let’s get back to the paper. News won’t

wait.”
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Here was the thing Stephanie loved best about The Weekly Islander, the thing
that still charmed her after three months spent mostly writing ads: on a clear
afternoon you could walk six steps from your desk and have a gorgeous view of
the Maine coast. All you had to do was walk onto the shaded deck that
overlooked the reach and ran the length of the news-paper’s barnlike building. It
was true that the air smelled of �sh and seaweed, but everything on Moose-Look
smelled that way. You got used to it, Stephanie had discovered, and then a
beautiful thing happened—after your nose dismissed that smell, it went and
found it all over again, and the second time around, you fell in love with it.

On clear afternoons (like this one near the end of August), every house and
dock and �shing-boat over there on the Tinnock side of the reach stood out
brilliantly; she could read the SUNOCO on the side of a diesel pump and the
LeeLee Bett on the hull of some haddock-jockey’s breadwinner, beached for its
turn-of-the-season scraping and painting. She could see a boy in shorts and a cut-
o� Patriots jersey �shing from the trash-littered shingle below Preston’s Bar, and
a thousand winks of sun glittering o� the tin �ashing of a hundred village roofs.
And, between Tinnock Village (which was actually a good-sized town) and
Moose-Lookit Island, the sun shone on the bluest water she had ever seen. On
days like this, she wondered how she would ever go back to the Midwest, or if
she even could. And on days when the fog rolled in and the entire mainland
world seemed to be cancelled and the rueful cry of the foghorn came and went
like the voice of some ancient beast… why, then she wondered the same thing.

You want to be careful, Steffi, Dave had told her one day when he came on her,
sitting out there on the deck with her yellow pad on her lap and a half-�nished
Arts ’N Things column scrawled there in her big backhand strokes. Island living
has a way of creeping into your blood, and once it gets there it’s like malaria. It
doesn’t leave easily.



Now, after turning on the lights (the sun had begun going the other way and
the long room had begun to darken), she sat down at her desk and found her
trusty legal pad with a new Arts ’N Things column on the top page. This one
was pretty much interchangeable with any of half a dozen others she had so far
turned in, but she looked at it with undeniable a�ection just the same. It was
hers, after all, her work, writing she was getting paid for, and she had no doubt
that people all over the Islander’s circulation area—which was quite large—
actually read it.

Vince sat down behind his own desk with a small but audible grunt. It was
followed by a crackling sound as he twisted �rst to the left and then to the right.
He called this “settling his spine.” Dave told him that he would someday
paralyze himself from the neck down while “settling his spine,” but Vince
seemed singularly unworried by the possibility. Now he turned on his computer
while his managing editor sat on the corner of his desk, produced a toothpick,
and began using it to rummage in his upper plate.

“What’s it going to be?” Dave asked while Vince waited for his computer to
boot up. “Fire? Flood? Earthquake? Or the revolt of the multitudes?”

“I thought I’d start with Ellen Dunwoodie snapping o� the �re hydrant on
Beach Lane when the parking brake on her car let go. Then, once I’m properly
warmed up, I thought I’d move on to a rewrite of my library editorial,” Vince
said, and cracked his knuckles.

Dave glanced over at Stephanie from his perch on the corner of Vince’s desk.
“First the back, then the knuckles,” he said. “If he could learn how to play ‘Dry
Bones’ on his ribcage, we could get him on American Idol.”

“Always a critic,” Vince said amiably, waiting for his machine to boot up.
“You know, Ste�, there’s something perverse about this. Here am I, ninety years
old and ready for the cooling board, using a brand new Macintosh computer,
and there you sit, twenty-two and gorgeous, fresh as a new peach, yet scrawling
on a yellow legal pad like an old maid in a Victorian romance.”

“I don’t believe yellow legal pads had been invented in Victorian times,”
Stephanie said. She shu�ed through the papers on her desk. When she had come
to Moose-Look and The Weekly Islander in June, they had given her the smallest
desk in the place—little more than a grade-schooler’s desk, really—away in the



corner. In mid-July she had been promoted to a bigger one in the middle of the
room. This pleased her, but the increased desk-space also a�orded more area for
things to get lost in. Now she hunted around until she found a bright pink
circular. “Do either of you know what organization pro�ts from the Annual
End-Of-Summer Gernerd Farms Hayride, Picnic, and Dance, this year featuring
Little Jonna Jaye and the Straw Hill Boys?”

“That organization would be Sam Gernerd, his wife, their �ve kids, and their
various creditors,” Vince said, and his machine beeped. “I’ve been meaning to
tell you, Ste�, you’ve done a swell job on that little column of yours.”

“Yes, you have,” Dave agreed. “We’ve gotten two dozen letters, I guess, and
the only bad one was from Mrs. Edina Steen the Downeast Grammar Queen,
and she’s completely mad.”

“Nuttier than a fruitcake,” Vince agreed.
Stephanie smiled, wondering at how rare it was once you graduated from

childhood—this feeling of perfect and uncomplicated happiness. “Thank you,”
she said. “Thank you both.” And then: “Can I ask you something? Straight up?”

Vince swiveled his chair around and looked at her. “Anything under the sun,
if it’ll keep me away from Mrs. Dunwoodie and the �re hydrant,” he said.

“And me away from doing invoices,” Dave said. “Although I can’t go home
until they’re �nished.”

“Don’t you make that paperwork your boss!” Vince said. “How many times
have I told you?”

“Easy for you to say,” Dave returned. “You haven’t looked inside the Islander
checkbook in ten years, I don’t think, let alone carried it around.”

Stephanie was determined not to let them be sidetracked—or to let them
sidetrack her—into this old squabble. “Quit it, both of you.”

They looked at her, surprised into silence.
“Dave, you pretty much told that Mr. Hanratty from the Globe that you and

Vince have been working together on the Islander for forty years—”
“Ayuh—”
“—and you started it up in 1948, Vince.”
“That’s true,” he said. “’Twas The Weekly Shopper and Trading Post until the

summer of ’48, just a free handout in the various island markets and the bigger



stores on the mainland. I was young and bullheaded and awful lucky. That was
when they had the big �res over in Tinnock and Hancock. Those �res… they
didn’t make the paper, I won’t say that—although there were those who did at
the time—but they give it a good runnin start, sure. It wasn’t until 1956 that I
had as many ads as I did in the summer of ’48.”

“So you guys have been on the job for over �fty years, and in all that time
you’ve never come across a real unexplained mystery? Can that be true?”

Dave Bowie looked shocked. “We never said that!”
“Gorry, you were there!” Vince declared, equally scandalized.
For a moment they managed to hold these expressions, but when Stephanie

McCann only continued to look from one to the other, prim as the schoolmarm
in a John Ford Western, they couldn’t go on. First Vince Teague’s mouth began
to quiver at one corner, and then Dave Bowie’s eye began to twitch. They might
still have been all right, but then they made the mistake of looking right at each
other and a moment later they were laughing like the world’s oldest pair of kids.
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“You were the one who told him about the Pretty Lisa,” Dave said to Vince
when he had gotten hold of himself again. The Pretty Lisa Cabot was a �shing
boat that had washed up on the shore of neighboring Smack Island in the
nineteen-twenties with one dead crewman sprawled over the forward hold and
the other �ve men gone. “How many times do you think Hanratty heard that
one, up n down this part of the coast?”

“Oh, I dunno, how many places do you judge he stopped before he got here,
dear?” Vince countered, and a moment later the two men were o� again,
bellowing laughter, Vince slapping has bony knee while Dave whacked the side
of one plump thigh.

Stephanie watched them, frowning—not angry, not amused herself (well… a
little), just trying to understand the source of their howling good humor. She
herself had thought the story of the Pretty Lisa Cabot good enough for at least
one in a series of eight articles on, ta-da, Unexplained Mysteries of New England,
but she was neither stupid nor insensitive; she’d been perfectly aware that Mr.
Hanratty hadn’t thought it was good enough. And yes, she’d known from his
face that he’d heard it before in his Globe-funded wanderings up and down the
coast between Boston and Moose-Look, and probably more than once.

Vince and Dave nodded when she advanced this idea. “Ayup,” Dave said.
“Hanratty may be from away, but that doesn’t make him lazy or stupid. The
mystery of the Pretty Lisa—the solution to which almost certainly has to do
with gun-happy bootleggers running hooch down from Canada, although no
one will ever know for sure—has been around for years. It’s been written up in
half a dozen books, not to mention both Yankee and Downeast magazines. And,
say, Vince, didn’t the Globe—?”

Vince was nodding. “Maybe. Seven, maybe nine years ago. Sunday
supplement piece. Although it might have been the Providence Journal. I’m sure



it was the Portland Sunday Telegram that did the piece on the Mormons that
showed up over in Freeport and tried to sink a mine in the Desert of Maine…”

“And the 1951 Coast Lights get a big play in the newspapers almost every
Halloween,” Dave added cheerfully. “Not to mention the UFO websites.”

“And a woman wrote a book last year on the poisonin’s at that church picnic
in Tashmore,” Vince �nished up. This was the last ‘unexplained mystery’ they
had hauled out for the Globe reporter over lunch. This was just before Hanratty
had decided he could make the one-thirty ferry, and in a way Stephanie guessed
she now didn’t blame him.

“So you were having him on,” she said. “Teasing him with old stories.”
“No, dear!” Vince said, this time sounding shocked for real. (Well, maybe,

Stephanie thought.) “Every one of those is a bona fide unsolved mystery of the
New England coast—our part of it, even.”

“We couldn’t be sure he knew all those stories until we trotted em out,” Dave
said reasonably. “Not that it surprised us any that he did.”

“Nope,” Vince agreed. His eyes were bright. “Pretty old chestnuts, I would
have to agree. But we got a nice lunch out of it, didn’t we? And we got to watch
the money go around and come out right where it should… partly in Helen
Hafner’s pocket.”

“And those stories are really the only ones you know? Stories that have been
chewed to a pulp in books and the big newspapers?”

Vince looked at Dave, his long-time cohort. “Did I say that?”
“Nope,” Dave said. “And I don’t believe I did, either.”
“Well, what other unexplained mysteries do you know about? And why

didn’t you tell him?”
The two old men glanced at each other, and once again Stephanie McCann

felt that telepathy at work. Vince gave a slight nod toward the door. Dave got up,
crossed the brightly lit half of the long room (in the darker half hulked the big
old-fashioned o�set printing press that hadn’t run in over seven years), and
turned the sign hanging in the door from open to closed. Then he came back.

“Closed? In the middle of the day?” Stephanie asked, with the slightest touch
of unease in her mind, if not in her voice.



“If someone comes by with news, they’ll knock,” Vince said, reasonably
enough. “If it’s big news, they’ll hammer.”

“And if downtown catches a�re, we’ll hear the whistle,” Dave put in. “Come
on out on the deck, Ste�. August sun’s not to be missed—it doesn’t last long.”

She looked at Dave, then at Vince Teague, who was as mentally quick at
ninety as he’d been at forty-�ve. She was convinced of it. “School’s in?” she
asked.

“That’s right,” Vince said, and although he was still smiling, she sensed he
was serious. “And do you know what’s nice for old guys like us?”

“You only have to teach people who want to learn.”
“Ayuh. Do you want to learn, Ste�?”
“Yes.” She spoke with no hesitation in spite of that odd inner unease.
“Then come out and sit,” he said. “Come out and sit a little.”
So she did.



4

The sun was warm, the air was cool, the breeze was sweet with salt and rich with
the sound of bells and horns and lapping water. These were sounds she had
come to love in only a space of weeks. The two men sat on either side of her, and
although she didn’t know it, both had more or less the same thought: Age flanks
beauty. And there was nothing wrong with the thought, because both of them
understood their intentions were perfectly solid. They understood how good she
could be at the job, and how much she wanted to learn; all that pretty greed
made you want to teach.

“So,” Vince said when they were settled, “think about those stories we told
Hanratty at lunch, Ste�— the Lisa Cabot, the Coast Lights, the Wandering
Mormons, the Tashmore church poisonings that were never solved—and tell me
what they have in common.”

“They’re all unsolved.”
“Try doin a little better, dearheart,” Dave said. “You disappoint me.”
She glanced at him and saw he wasn’t kidding. Well, that was pretty obvious,

considering why Hanratty had blown them to lunch in the �rst place: the
Globe’s eight-installment series (maybe even ten installments, Hanratty had said,
if he could �nd enough peculiar stories), which the editorial sta� hoped to run
between September and Halloween. “They’ve all been done to death?”

“That’s a little better,” Vince said, “but you’re still not breaking any new
ground. Ask yourself this, youngster: why have they been done to death? Why
does some New England paper drag up the Coast Lights at least once a year,
along with a bunch of blurry photos taken over half a century ago? Why does
some regional magazine like Yankee or Coast interview either Clayton Riggs or
Ella Ferguson at least once a year, as if they were going to all at once jump up like
Satan in silk britches and say something brand new?”

“I don’t know who those people are,” Stephanie said.



Vince clapped a hand to the back of his head. “Ayuh, more fool me. I keep
forgettin you’re from away.”

“Should I take that as a compliment?”
“Could do; probably should do. Clayton Riggs and Ella Ferguson were the

only two who drank the iced co�ee that day at Tashmore Lake and didn’t die of
it. The Ferguson woman’s all right, but Riggs is paralyzed all down the left side
of his body.”

“That’s awful. And they keep interviewing them?”
“Ayuh. Fifteen years have rolled by, and I think everyone with half a brain

knows that no one is ever going to be arrested for that crime—eight folks
poisoned by the side of the lake, and six of em dead—but still Ferguson and
Riggs show up in the press, lookin increasin’ly rickety: ‘What Happened That
Day?’ and ‘The Lakeside Horror’ and… you get the idea. It’s just another story
folks like to hear, like ‘Little Red Ridin Hood’ or ‘The Three Billy Goats’ Gru�.’
Question is… why?”

But Stephanie had leaped ahead. “There is something, isn’t there?” she said.
“Some story you didn’t tell him. What is it?”

Again that look passed between them, and this time she couldn’t come even
close to reading the thought that went with it. They were sitting in identical
lawn chairs, Stephanie with her hands on the arms of hers. Now Dave reached
over and patted one of them. “We don’t mind tellin you… do we, Vince?”

“Nah, guess not,” Vince said, and once again all those wrinkles appeared as he
smiled up into the sun.

“But if you want to ride the ferry, you have to bring tea for the tillerman.
Have you ever heard that one?”

“Somewhere.” She thought on one of her mom’s old record albums, up in
the attic.

“Okay,” Dave said, “then answer the question. Hanratty didn’t want those
stories because they’ve been written to rags. Why have they been?”

She thought about it, and once again they let her. Once again took pleasure
in watching her do it.

“Well,” Stephanie said, at last, “I suppose people like stories that are good for
a shiver or two on a winter night, especially if the lights are on and the �re’s nice



and warm. Stories about, you know, the unknown.”
“How many unknown things per story, dear?” Vince Teague asked. His voice

was soft but his eyes were sharp.
She opened her mouth to say As many as six, anyway, thinking about the

Church Picnic Poisoner, then closed it again. Six people had died that day on the
shores of Tashmore Lake, but one whopper dose of poison had killed them all
and she guessed that just one hand had administered it. She didn’t know how
many Coast Lights there had been, but had no doubt that folks thought of it as a
single phenomenon. So—

“One?” she said, feeling like a contestant in the Final Jeopardy round. “One
unknown thing per story?”

Vince pointed his �nger at her, smiling more widely than ever, and Stephanie
relaxed. This wasn’t real school, and these two men wouldn’t like her any less if
she �ubbed an answer, but she had come to want to please them in a way she had
only wanted to please the very best of her high school and college teachers. The
ones who were �erce in their commitments.

“The other thing is that folks have to believe in their hearts that there’s a
musta-been in there someplace, and they got a damn good idea what it is,” Dave
said. “Here’s the Pretty Lisa, washed up on the rocks just south of Dingle Nook
on Smack Island in 1926—”

“’27,” Vince said.
“All right, ’27, smarty-britches, and Teodore Riponeaux is still on board, but

dead as a hake, and the other �ve are gone, and even though there’s no sign of
blood or a struggle, folks say musta-been pirates, so now there’s stories about
how they had a treasure map and found buried gold and the folks that were
guarding it took the swag o� them and who knows what-all else.”

“Or they got �ghting among themselves,” Vince said. “That’s always been a
Pretty Lisa favorite. The point is, there are stories some folks tell and other folks
like to hear, but Hanratty was wise enough to know his editor wouldn’t fall for
such reheated hash.”

“In another ten years, maybe,” Dave said. “Because sooner or later, everything
old is new again. You might not believe that, Ste�, but it’s actually true.”



“I do believe it,” she said, and thought: Tea for the Tillerman, was that Al
Stewart or Cat Stevens?

“Then there’s the Coast Lights,” Vince said, “and I can tell you exactly what’s
always made that such a favorite. There’s a picture of them—probably nothing
but re�ected lights from Ellsworth on the low clouds that hung together just
right to make circles that looked like saucers—and below them you can see the
whole Hancock Lumber Little League team looking up, all in their uniforms.”

“And one little boy pointin with his glove,” Dave said. “It’s the �nal touch.
And people all look at it and say, ‘Why, that musta-been folks from outer space,
droppin down for a little look-see at the Great American Pastime. But it’s still
just one unknown thing, this time with interestin pictures to mull over, so
people go back to it again and again.”

“But not the Boston Globe,” Vince said, “although I sense that one might do
in a pinch.”

The two men laughed comfortably, as old friends will.
“So,” Vince said, “we might know of an unexplained mystery or two—”
“I won’t stick at that,” Dave said. “We know of at least one for sure, darlin,

but there isn’t a single musta-been about it—”
“Well… the steak,” Vince said, but he sounded doubtful.
“Oh, ayuh, but even that’s a mystery, wouldn’t you say?” Dave asked.
“Yah,” Vince agreed, and now he didn’t sound comfortable. Nor did he look

it.
“You’re confusing me,” Stephanie said.
“Ayuh, the story of the Colorado Kid is a confusing tale, all right,” Vince said,

“which is why it wouldn’t do for the Boston Globe, don’tcha know. Too many
unknowns, to begin with. Not a single musta-been for another.” He leaned
forward, �xing her with his clear blue Yankee gaze. “You want to be a
newswoman, don’t you?”

“You know I do,” Stephanie said, surprised.
“Well then, I’m going to tell you a secret almost every newspaper man and

woman who’s been at it awhile knows: in real life, the number of actual stories—
those with beginnings, middles, and ends—are slim and none. But if you can
give your readers just one unknown thing (two at the very outside), and then



kick in what Dave Bowie there calls a mustabeen, your reader will tell himself a
story. Amazin, ain’t it?

“Take the Church Picnic Poisonings. No one knows who killed those folks.
What is known is that Rhoda Parks, the Tashmore Methodist Church secretary,
and William Blakee, the Methodist Church pastor, had a brief a�air six months
before the poisonings. Blakee was married, and he broke it o�. Are you with
me?”

“Yes,” Stephanie said.
“What’s also known is that Rhoda Parks was despondent over the breakup, at

least for awhile. Her sister said as much. A third thing that’s known? Both
Rhoda Parks and William Blakee drank that poisoned iced co�ee at the picnic
and died. So what’s the musta-been? Quick as your life, Ste�.”

“Rhoda must have poisoned the co�ee to kill her lover for jilting her and then
drank it herself to commit suicide. The other four—plus the ones who only got
sick—were what-do-you-call-it, collateral damage.”

Vince snapped his �ngers. “Ayuh, that’s the story people tell themselves. The
newspapers and magazines never come right out and print it because they don’t
have to. They know that folks can connect the dots. What’s against it? Quick as
your life again.”

But this time her life would have been forfeit, because Stephanie could come
up with nothing against it. She was about to protest that she didn’t know the
case well enough to say when Dave got up, approached the porch rail, looked out
over the reach toward Tinnock, and remarked mildly: “Six months seems a long
time to wait, doesn’t it?”

Stephanie said, “Didn’t someone once say revenge is a dish best eaten cold?”
“Ayuh,” Dave said, still perfectly mild, “but when you kill six people, that’s

more than just revenge. Not sayin it couldn’t have been that way, just that it
might have been some other. Just like the Coast Lights might have been
re�ections on the clouds… or somethin secret the Air Force was testin that got
sent up from the air base in Bangor… or who knows, maybe it was little green
men droppin in to see if the kids from Hancock Lumber could turn a double
play against the ones from Tinnock Auto Body.”



“Mostly what happens is people make up a story and stick with it,” Vince
said. “That’s easy enough to do as long as there’s only one unknown factor: one
poisoner, one set of mystery lights, one boat run aground with most of her crew
gone. But with the Colorado Kid there was nothing but unknown factors, and
hence there was no story.” He paused. “It was like a train running out of a
�replace or a bunch of horses’ heads showing up one morning in the middle of
your driveway. Not that grand, but every bit as strange. And things like that…”
He shook his head. “Ste�, people don’t like things like that. They don’t want
things like that. A wave is a pretty thing to look at when it breaks on the beach,
but too many only make you seasick.”

Stephanie looked out at the sparkling reach— plenty of waves there, but no
big ones, not today— and considered this in silence.

“There’s something else,” Dave said, after a bit.
“What?” she asked.
“It’s ours,” he said, and with surprising force. She thought it was almost

anger. “A guy from the Globe, a guy from away—he’d only muck it up. He
wouldn’t understand.”

“Do you?” she asked.
“No,” he said, sitting down again. “Nor do I have to, dear. On the subject of

the Colorado Kid I’m a little like the Virgin Mary, after she gave birth to Jesus.
The Bible says something like, ‘But Mary kept silent, and pondered these things
in her heart.’ Sometimes, with mysteries, that’s best.”

“But you’ll tell me?”
“Why, yes, ma’am!” He looked at her as if surprised; also—a little—as if

awakening from a neardoze. “Because you’re one of us. Isn’t she, Vince?”
“Ayuh,” Vince said. “You passed that test somewhere around midsummer.”
“Did I?” Again she felt absurdly happy. “How? What test?”
Vince shook his head. “Can’t say, dear. Only know that at some point it

began to seem you were all right.” He glanced at Dave, who nodded. Then he
looked back at Stephanie. “All right,” he said. “The story we didn’t tell at lunch.
Our very own unexplained mystery. The story of the Colorado Kid.”
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But it was Dave who actually began.
“Twenty-�ve years ago,” he said, “back in ’80, there were two kids who took

the six-thirty ferry to school instead of the seven-thirty. They were on the
Bayview Consolidated High School Track Team, and they were also boy and
girlfriend. Once winter was over—and it doesn’t ever last as long here on the
coast as it does inland—they’d run cross-island, down along Hammock Beach to
the main road, then on to Bay Street and the town dock. Do you see it, Ste�?”

She did. She saw the romance of it, as well. What she didn’t see was what the
“boy and girlfriend” did when they got to the Tinnock side of the reach. She
knew that Moose-Look’s dozen or so high-school-age kids almost always took
the seven-thirty ferry, giving the ferryman—either Herbie Gosslin or Marcy
Lagasse—their passes so they could be recorded with quick winks of the old
laser-gun on the bar codes. Then, on the Tinnock side, a schoolbus would be
waiting to take them the three miles to BCHS. She asked if the runners waited
for the bus and Dave shook his head, smiling.

“Nawp, ran that side, too,” he said. “Not holdin hands, but might as well
have been; always side by side, Johnny Gravlin and Nancy Arnault. For a couple
of years they were all but inseparable.”

Stephanie sat up straighter in her chair. The John Gravlin she knew was
Moose-Lookit Island’s mayor, a gregarious man with a good word for everyone
and an eye on the state senate in Augusta. His hairline was receding, his belly
expanding. She tried to imagine him doing the greyhound thing—two miles a
day on the island side of the reach, three more on the mainland side—and
couldn’t manage it.

“Ain’t makin much progress with it, are ya, dear?” Vince asked.
“No,” she admitted.



“Well, that’s because you see Johnny Gravlin the soccer player, miler, Friday
night practical joker and Saturday lover as Mayor John Gravlin, who happens to
be the only political hop-toad in a small island pond. He goes up and down Bay
Street shaking hands and grinning with that gold tooth �ashing o� to one side in
his mouth, got a good word for everyone he meets, never forgets a name or
which man drives a Ford pickup and which one is still getting along with his
Dad’s old International Harvester. He’s a caricature right out of an old nineteen-
forties movie about small-town hoop-de-doo politics and he’s such a hick he
don’t even know it. He’s got one jump left in him—hop, toad, hop—and once
he gets to that Augusta lilypad he’ll either be wise enough to stop or he’ll try
another hop and end up getting squashed.”

“That is so cynical,” Stephanie said, not without youth’s admiration for the
trait.

Vince shrugged his bony shoulders. “Hey, I’m a stereotype myself, dearie,
only my movie’s the one where the newspaper feller with the arm-garters on his
shirt and the eyeshade on his forread gets to yell out ‘Stop the presses!’ in the last
reel. My point is that Johnny was a di�erent creature in those days— slim as a
quill pen and quick as quicksilver. You would have called him a god, almost,
except for those unfortunate buck teeth, which he has since had �xed.

“And she… in those skimpy little red shorts she wore… she was indeed a
goddess.” He paused. “As so many girls of seventeen surely are.”

“Get your mind out of the gutter,” Dave told him.
Vince looked surprised. “Ain’t,” he said. “Ain’t a bit. It’s in the clouds.”
“If you say so,” Dave said, “and I will admit she was a looker, all right. And an

inch or two taller than Johnny, which may be why they broke up in the spring of
their senior year. But back in ’80 they were hot and heavy, and every day they’d
run for the ferry on this side and then up Bayview Hill to the high school on the
Tinnock side. There were bets on when Nancy would catch pregnant by him,
but she never did; either he was awful polite or she was awful careful.” He
paused. “Or hell, maybe they were just a little more sophisticated than most
island kids back then.”

“I think it might’ve been the running,” Vince said judiciously.
Stephanie said, “Back on message, please, both of you,” and the men laughed.



“On message,” Dave said, “there came a morning in the spring of 1980—
April, it would have been— when they spied a man sitting out on Hammock
Beach. You know, just on the outskirts of the village.”

Stephanie knew it well. Hammock Beach was a lovely spot, if a little
overpopulated with summer people. She couldn’t imagine what it would be like
after Labor Day, although she would get a chance to see; her internship ran
through the 5th of October.

“Well, not exactly sitting,” Dave amended. “Half-sprawling was how they
both put it later on. He was up against one of those litter baskets, don’t you
know, and their bases are planted down in the sand to keep em from blowing
away in a strong wind, but the man’s weight had settled back against this one
until the can was…” Dave held his hand up to the vertical, then tilted it.

“Until it was like the Leaning Tower of Pisa,” Ste� said.
“You got it exactly. Also, he wa’ant hardly dressed for early mornin, with the

thermometer readin maybe forty-two degrees and a fresh breeze o� the water
makin it feel more like thirty-two. He was wearin nice gray slacks and a white
shirt. Loafers on his feet. No coat. No gloves.

“The youngsters didn’t even discuss it. They just ran over to see if he was
okay, and right away they knew he wasn’t. Johnny said later that he knew the
man was dead as soon as he saw his face and Nancy said the same thing, but of
course they didn’t want to admit it—would you? Without making sure?”

“No,” Stephanie said.
“He was just sittin there (well… half-sprawlin there) with one hand in his lap

and the other—the right one—lying on the sand. His face was waxy-white
except for small purple patches on each cheek. His eyes were closed and Nancy
said the lids were bluish. His lips also had a blue cast to them, and his neck, she
said, had a kind of puffy look to it. His hair was sandy blond, cut short but not
so short that a little of it couldn’t �utter on his forehead when the wind blew,
which it did pretty much constant.

“Nancy says, ‘Mister, are you asleep? If you’re asleep, you better wake up.’
“Johnny Gravlin says, ‘He’s not asleep, Nancy, and he’s not unconscious,

either. He’s not breathing.’



“She said later she knew that, she’d seen it, but she didn’t want to believe it.
Accourse not, poor kid. So she says, ‘Maybe he is. Maybe he is asleep. You can’t
always tell when a person’s breathing. Shake him, Johnny, see if he won’t wake
up.’

“Johnny didn’t want to, but he also didn’t want to look like a chicken in
front of his girlfriend, so he reached down—he had to steel himself to do it, he
told me that years later after we’d had a couple of drinks down at the Breakers—
and shook the guy’s shoulder. He said he knew for sure when he grabbed hold,
because it didn’t feel like a real shoulder at all under there but like a carving of
one. But he shook it all the same and said, ‘Wake up, mister, wake up and—’ He
was gonna say die right but thought that wouldn’t sound so good under the
circumstances (thinkin a little bit like a politician even back then, maybe) and
changed it to ‘—and smell the co�ee!’

“He shook twice. First time, nothing happened. Second time, the guy’s head
fell over on his left shoulder—Johnny had been shakin the right one— and the
guy slid o� the litter basket that’d been holding him up and went down on his
side. His head thumped on the sand. Nancy screamed and ran back to the road,
fast as she could… which was fast, I can tell you. If she hadn’t’ve stopped there,
Johnny probably would’ve had to chase her all the way down to the end of Bay
Street, and, I dunno, maybe right out to the end of Dock A. But she did stop
and he caught up to her and put his arm around her and said he was never so
glad to feel live �esh underneath his arm. He told me he’s never forgotten how it
felt to grip that dead man’s shoulder, and how it felt like wood under that white
shirt.”

Dave stopped abruptly, and stood up. “I want a Coca-Cola out of the fridge,”
he said. “My throat’s dry, and this is a long story. Anyone else want one?”

It turned out they all did, and since Stephanie was the one being entertained
—if that was the word— she went after the drinks. When she came back, both of
the old men were at the porch rail, looking out at the reach and the mainland on
the far side. She joined them there, setting the old tin tray down on the wide rail
and passing the drinks around.

“Where was I?” Dave asked, after he’d had a long sip of his.



“You know perfectly well where you were,” Vince said. “At the part where our
future mayor and Nancy Arnault, who’s God knows where—probably
California, the good ones always seem to �nish up about as far from the Island as
they can go without needing a passport—had found the Colorado Kid dead on
Hammock Beach.”

“Ayuh. Well, John was for the two of em runnin right to the nearest phone,
which would have been the one outside the Public Library, and callin George
Wournos, who was the Moose-Look constable in those days (long since gone to
his reward, dear— ticker). Nancy had no problem with that, but she wanted
Johnny to set ‘the man’ up again �rst. That’s what she called him: ‘the man.’
Never ‘the dead man’ or ‘the body,’ always ‘the man.’

“Johnny says, ‘I don’t think the police like you to move them, Nan.’
“Nancy says, ‘You already moved him, I just want you to put him back where

he was.’
“And he says, ‘I only did it because you told me to.’
“To which she answers, ‘Please, Johnny, I can’t bear to look at him that way

and I can’t bear to think of him that way.’ Then she starts to cry, which of course
seals the deal, and he goes back to where the body was, still bent at the waist like
it was sitting but now with its left cheek lying on the sand.

“Johnny told me that night at the Breakers that he never could have done
what she wanted if she hadn’t been right there watchin him and countin on him
to do it, and you know, I believe that’s so. For a woman a man will do many
things that he’d turn his back on in an instant when alone; things he’d back away
from, nine times out of ten, even when drunk and with a bunch of his friends
egging him on. Johnny said the closer he got to that man lying in the sand—only
lying there with his knees up, like he was sitting in an invisible chair—the more
sure he was that those closed eyes were going to open and the man was going to
make a snatch at him. Knowing that the man was dead didn’t take that feeling
away, Johnny said, but only made it worse. Still, in the end he got there, and he
steeled himself, and he put his hands on those wooden shoulders, and he sat the
man back up again with his back against that leaning litter basket. He said he got
it in his mind that the litter basket was going to fall over and make a bang, and
when it did he’d scream. But the basket didn’t fall and he didn’t scream. I am



convinced in my heart, Ste�, that we poor humans are wired up to always think
the worst is gonna happen because it so rarely does. Then what’s only lousy
seems okay—almost good, in fact— and we can cope just �ne.”

“Do you really think so?”
“Oh yes, ma’am! In any case, Johnny started away, then saw a pack of

cigarettes that had fallen out on the sand. And because the worst was over and it
was only lousy, he was able to pick em up—even reminding himself to tell
George Wournos what he’d done in case the State Police checked for �ngerprints
and found his on the cellophane—and put em back in the breast pocket of the
dead man’s white shirt. Then he went back to where Nancy was standing,
hugging herself in her BCHS warmup jacket and dancing from foot to foot,
probably cold in those skimpy shorts she was wearing. Although it was more
than the cold she was feeling, accourse.

“In any case, she wasn’t cold for long, because they ran down to the Public
Library then, and I’ll bet if anyone had had a stopwatch on em, it would have
shown a record time for the half-mile, or close to it. Nancy had lots of quarters
in the little change purse she carried in her warmup, and she was the one who
called George Wournos, who was just then gettin dressed for work—he owned
the Western Auto, which is now where the church ladies hold their bazaars.”

Stephanie, who had covered several for Arts ’N Things, nodded.
“George asked her if she was sure the man was dead, and Nancy said yes.

Then he asked her to put Johnny on, and he asked Johnny the same question.
Johnny also said yes. He said he’d shaken the man and that he was sti� as a
board. He told George about how the man had fallen over, and the cigarettes
falling out of his pocket, and how he’d put em back in, thinking George might
give him hell for that, but he never did. Nobody ever did. Not much like a
mystery show on TV, was it?”

“Not so far,” Stephanie said, thinking it did remind her just a teensy bit of a
Murder, She Wrote episode she’d seen once. Only given the conversation which
had prompted this story, she didn’t think any Angela Lansbury �gures would be
showing up to solve the mystery… although someone must have made some
progress, Stephanie thought. Enough, at least, to know where the dead man had
come from.



“George told Johnny that he and Nancy should hurry on back to the beach
and wait for him,” Dave said. “Told em to make sure no one else went close.
Johnny said okay. George said, ‘If you miss the seven-thirty ferry, John, I’ll write
you and your lady-friend an excuse-note.’ Johnny said that was the last thing in
the world he was worried about. Then he and Nancy Arnault went back up
there to Hammock Beach, only jogging instead of all-out runnin this time.”

Stephanie could understand that. From Hammock Beach to the edge of
Moosie Village was downhill. Going the other way would have been a tougher
run, especially when what you had to run on was mostly spent adrenaline.

“George Wournos, meanwhile,” Vince said, “called Doc Robinson, over on
Beach Lane.” He paused, smiling remembrance. Or maybe just for e�ect. “Then
he called me.”
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“A murder victim shows up on the island’s only public beach and the local law
calls the editor of the local newspaper?” Stephanie asked. “Boy, that really isn’t
like Murder, She Wrote.”

“Life on the Maine coast is rarely like Murder, She Wrote,” Dave said in his
driest tone, “and back then we were pretty much what we are now, Ste�,
especially when the summer folk are gone and it’s just us chickens—all in it
together. That doesn’t make it anything romantic, just a kind of… I dunno, call
it a sunshine policy. If everyone knows what there is to know, it stops a lot of
tongues from a lot of useless wagging. And murder! Law! You’re a little bit ahead
of yourself there, ain’tcha?”

“Let her o� the hook on that one,” Vince said. “We put the idea in her head
ourselves, talkin about the co�ee poisonins over in Tashmore. Ste�, Chris
Robinson delivered two of my children. My second wife—Arlette, who I
married six years after Joanne died—was good friends with the Robinson family,
even dated Chris’s brother, Henry, when they were in school together. It was the
way Dave says, but it was more than business.”

He put his glass of soda (which he called “dope”) on the railing and then
spread his hands open to either side of his face in a gesture she found both
charming and disarming. I will hide nothing, it said. “We’re a clubby bunch out
here. It’s always been that way, and I think it always will be, because we’ll never
grow much bigger than we are now.”

“Thank God,” Dave growled. “No friggin Wal-Mart. Excuse me, Ste�.”
She smiled and told him he was excused.
“In any case,” Vince said, “I want you to take that idea of murder and set it

aside, Ste�. Will you do that?”
“Yes.”



“I think you’ll �nd that, in the end, you can’t take it o� the table or put it all
the way back on. That’s the way it is with so many things about the Colorado
Kid, and what makes it wrong for the Boston Globe. Not to mention Yankee and
Downeast and Coast. It wasn’t even right for The Weekly Islander, not really. We
reported it, oh yes, because we’re a newspaper and reporting is our job—I’ve got
Ellen Dunwoodie and the �re hydrant to worry about, not to mention the little
Lester boy going to Boston for a kidney transplant—if he lasts long enough, that
is—and of course you need to tell folks about the End-Of-Summer Hayride and
Dance out at Gernerd Farms, don’tcha?”

“Don’t forget the picnic,” Stephanie murmured. “It’s all the pie you can eat,
and folks will want to know that.”

The two men laughed. Dave actually patted his chest with his hands to show
she had “gotten o� a good one,” as island folk put it.

“Ayuh, dear!” Vince agreed, still smiling. “But sometimes a thing happens,
like two high school kids on their mornin run �nding a dead body on the town’s
prettiest beach, and you say to yourself, ‘There must be a story in that.’ Not just
reporting—what, why, when, where, and how, but a story—and then you
discover there just isn’t. That it’s only a bunch of unconnected facts
surrounding a true unexplained mystery. And that, dear, is what folks don’t
want. It upsets em. It’s too many waves. It makes em seasick.”

“Amen,” Dave said. “Now why don’t you tell the rest of it, while we’ve still
got some sunshine?”

And Vince Teague did.
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“We were in on it almost from the beginning—and by we I mean Dave and me,
The Weekly Islander— although I didn’t print what I was asked by George
Wournos not to print. I had no problem with that, because there was nothing in
that business that seemed to a�ect the island’s welfare in any way. That’s the sort
of judgment call newspaper folk make all the time, Ste�—you’ll make it yourself
—and in time you get used to it. You just want to make sure you never get
comfortable with it.

“The kids went back and guarded the body, not that there was a lot of
guardin to be done; before George and Doc Robinson pulled up, they didn’t see
but four cars, all headed for town, and none of em slowed down when they saw a
couple of teenagers joggin in place or doin stretchin exercises there by the little
Hammock Beach parkin lot.

“When George and the Doc got there, they sent Johnny and Nancy on their
way, and that’s where they leave the story. Still curious, the way people are, but
on the whole glad to go, I have no doubt. George parked his Ford in the lot, Doc
grabbed his bag, and they walked out to where the man was sitting against that
litter barrel. He had slumped a little to one side again, and the �rst thing the Doc
did was to haul him up nice and straight.

“‘Is he dead, Doc?’ George said.
“‘Oh gorry, he’s been dead at least four hours and probably six or more,’ Doc

says. (It was right about then that I came pulling in and parked my Chevy beside
George’s Ford.) ‘He’s as sti� as a board. Rigor mortis.’

“‘So you think he’s been here since… what? Midnight?’ George asks.
“‘He coulda been here since last Labor Day, for all I know,’ Doc says, ‘but the

only thing I’m absolutely sure of is that he’s been dead since two this morning.
Because of the rigor. Probably he’s been dead since midnight, but I’m no expert



in stu� like that. If the wind was coming in sti� from o�shore, that could have
changed when the rigor set in—’

“‘No wind at all last night,’ I says, joining them. ‘Calm as the inside of a
churchbell.’

“‘Well lookit here, another damn country heard from,’ says Doc Robinson.
‘Maybe you’d like to pronounce the time of death yourself, Jimmy Olson.’

“‘No,’ I says, ‘I’ll leave that to you.’
“‘I think I’ll leave it to the County Medical Examiner,’ he says. ‘Cathcart,

over in Tinnock. The state pays him an extra eleven grand a year for educated
gut-tossin. Not enough, in my humble opinion, but each to his own. I’m just a
GP. But… ayuh, this fella was dead by two, I’ll say that much. Dead by the time
the moon went down.’

“Then for maybe a minute the three of us just stood there, looking down on
him like mourners. A minute can be an awful short space of time under some
circumstances, but it can be an awful long one at a time like that. I remember
the sound of the wind—still light, but starting to build in a little from the east.
When it comes that way and you’re on the mainland side of the island, it makes
such a lonely sound—”

“I know,” Stephanie said quietly. “It kind of hoots.”
They nodded. That in the winter it was sometimes a terrible sound, almost

the cry of a bereft woman, was a thing she did not know, and there was no
reason to tell her.

“At last—I think it was just for something to say—George asked Doc to take
a guess as to how old the fella might be.

“‘I’d put him right around forty, give or take �ve years,’ he says. ‘Do you
think so, Vincent?’ And I nodded. Forty seemed about right, and it occurred to
me that it’s too bad for a fella to die at forty, a real shame. It’s a man’s most
anonymous age.

“Then the Doc seen something that interested him. He went down on one
knee (which wasn’t easy for a man of his size, he had to’ve gone two-eighty and
didn’t stand but �ve-foot-ten or so) and picked up the dead man’s right hand,
the one that’d been lying on the beach. The �ngers were curled a little, as if he’d
died trying to make them into a tube he could look through. When Doc held the



hand up, we could see some grit stuck to the insides of the �ngers and a little
more dusted on the palm.

“‘What do you see?’ George asks. ‘Doesn’t look like anything but beach-sand
to me.’

“‘That’s all it is, but why’s it sticking?’ Doc Robinson asks back. ‘This litter
basket and all the others are planted well above the high-tide line, as anyone with
half a brain would know, and there was no rain last night. Sand’s dry as a bone.
Also, look.’

“He picked up the dead man’s left hand. We all observed that he was wearing
a wedding ring, and also that there was no sand on his �ngers or palm. Doc put
that hand back down and picked up the other one again. He tipped it a little so
the light shone better on the inside. ‘There,’ he says. ‘Do you see?’

“‘What is that?’ I ask. ‘Grease? A little bit of grease?’
“He smiled and said, ‘I think you win the teddy bear, Vincent. And see how

his hand is curled?’
“‘Yuh—like he was playin spyglass,’ George says. By then we was all three on

our knees, as if that litter basket was an altar and we were tryin to pray the dead
guy back to life.

“‘No, I don’t think he was playing spyglass,’ Doc says, and I realized
somethin, Ste�—he was excited in the way people only are when they’ve �gured
something out they know the likes of them have no business �guring out in the
ordinary course of things. He looked into the dead man’s face (at least I thought
it was his face Doc was lookin at, but it turned out to be a little lower than that),
then back at the curled right hand. ‘I don’t think so at all,’ he says.

“‘Then what?’ George says. ‘I want to get this reported to the State Police and
the Attorney General’s O�ce, Chris. What I don’t want is to spend the mornin
on my knees while you play Ellery Queen.’

“‘See the way his thumb is almost touching his �rst �nger and middle �nger?’
Doc asks us, and of course we did. ‘If this guy had died looking through his
rolled-up hand, his thumb would have been over his �ngers, touching his middle
�nger and his third �nger. Try it yourself, if you don’t believe me.’

“I tried it, and I’ll be damned if he wasn’t right.



“‘This isn’t a tube,’ Doc says, once again touching the dead man’s sti� right
hand with his own �nger. ‘This is a pincers. Combine that with the grease and
those little bits of sand on the palm and the insides of the �ngers, and what do
you get?’

“I knew, but since George was the law, I let him say it. ‘If he was eatin
somethin when he died,’ he says, ‘where the hell is it?’

“Doc pointed to the dead man’s neck—which even Nancy Arnault had
noticed, and thought of as pu�y—and he says, ‘I’ve got an idea that most of it’s
still right in there where he choked on it. Hand me my bag, Vincent.’

“I handed it over. He tried rummaging through it and found he could only
do it one-handed and still keep all that meat balanced on his knees: he was a big
man, all right, and he needed to keep at least one hand on the ground to keep
himself from tipping over. So he hands the bag over to me and says, ‘I’ve got two
otoscopes in there, Vincent—which is to say my little examination lights.
There’s my everyday and a spare that looks brand-new. We’re going to want both
of them.’

“‘Now, now, I don’t know about this,’ George says. ‘I thought we were gonna
leave all this for Cathcart, on the mainland. He’s the guy the state hired for work
like this.’

“‘I’ll take the responsibility,’ Doc Robinson said. ‘Curiosity killed the cat,
you know, but satisfaction brought him back snap-ass happy. You got me out
here in the cold and damp without my morning tea or even a slice of toast, and I
intend to have a little satisfaction if I can. Maybe I won’t be able to. But I have a
feeling… Vincent, you take this one. George, you take the new one, and don’t
drop it in the sand, please and thank you, that’s a two hundred-dollar item.
Now, I haven’t been down on all fours like a little kid playin horsie since I was
I’m gonna say seven years old, and if I have to hold the position long I’m apt to
fall on top of this fella, so you guys be quick and do just what I say. Have you
ever seen how the folks in an art museum will train a couple of pin-spots on a
small painting to make it look all bright and pretty?’

“George hadn’t, so Doc Robinson explained. When he was done (and was
sure George Wournos got it), the island’s newspaper editor knelt on one side of
that sittin-up corpse and the island’s constable knelt on the other, each of us



with one of the Doc’s little barrel-lights in hand. Only instead of lighting up a
work of art, we were going to light up the dead man’s throat so Doc could take a
look.

“He got himself into position with a fair amount of gruntin and pu�ng—
woulda been funny if the circumstances hadn’t been so strange, and if I hadn’t
been sort of afraid the man was going to have a heart-attack right there—and
then he reached out one hand, slipped it into the guy’s mouth, and hooked
down his jaw like it was a hinge. Which, accourse, when you think about it, is
just what it is.

“‘Now,’ he says. ‘Get in close, boys. I don’t think he’s gonna bite, but if I’m
wrong, I’ll be the one who pays for the mistake.’

“We got in close and shone the lights down the dead man’s gullet. It was just
red and black in there, except for his tongue, which was pink. I could hear the
Doc pu�n and grunting and he says, not to us but to himself, ‘A little more,’
and he pulled down the lower jaw a little further. Then, to us, ‘Lift em up, shine
em straight down his gullet,’ and we did the best we could. It changed the
direction of the light just enough to take the pink o� the dead man’s tongue and
put it on that hanging thing at the back of his mouth, the what-do-you-call it—”

“Uvula,” Stephanie and Dave said at the same time.
Vince nodded. “Ayuh, that. And just beyond it, I could see somethin, or the

top of somethin, that was a dark gray. It was only for two or three seconds, but it
was enough to satisfy Doc Robinson. He took his �ngers out of the dead man’s
mouth—the lower lip made a kind of plopping sound as it went back against the
gum, but the jaw stayed down pretty much where it was—and then he sat back,
pu�ng away six licks to the dozen.

“‘You boys are going to have to help me stand up,’ he says when he got
enough wind so he could talk. ‘Both my legs are asleep from the knees on down.
Damn, but I’m a fool to weigh this much.’

“‘I’ll help you up when you tell me,’ George says. ‘Did you see anything?
Because I didn’t see anything. What about you, Vincent?’

“‘I thought I did,’ I says. The truth is I knew friggin well I did—pardon, Ste�
—but I didn’t want to show him up.



“‘Ayuh, it’s back there, all right,’ Doc says. He still sounded out of breath, but
he sounded satis�ed, too, like a man who’s scratched a troublesome itch.
‘Cathcart’ll get it out and then we’ll know if it’s a piece of steak or a piece of
pork or a piece of something else, but I don’t see that it matters. We know what
matters—he came out here with a piece of meat in his hand and sat down to eat
it while he watched the moonlight on the reach. Propped his back up against
this litter basket. And choked, just like the little Indian in the nursery rhyme. On
the last bite of what he brought to snack on? Maybe, but not necessarily.’

“‘Once he was dead, a gull could have swooped in and taken what was left
right out of his hand,’ George says. ‘Just left the grease.’

“‘Correct,’ Doc says. ‘Now are you two gonna help me up, or do I have to
crawl back over to George’s car and pull myself up by the doorhandle?’”
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“So what do you think, Ste�?” Vince asked, taking a throat-cooling swallow of
his Coke. “Mystery solved? Case closed?”

“Not on your granny!” she cried, and barely registered their appreciative
laughter. Her eyes were sparkling. “The cause-of-death part, maybe, but… what
was it, by the way? In his throat? Or would that be getting ahead of the story?”

“Darlin, you can’t get ahead of a story that doesn’t exist,” Vince said, and his
eyes were also sparkling. “Ask ahead, behind, or sideways. I’ll answer anything.
Same with Dave, I imagine.”

As if to prove this was indeed so, The Weekly Islander’s managing editor,
said: “It was a piece of beef, probably steak, and very likely from one of your
better cuts—your tenderloin, sirloin, or �let mignon. It was cooked medium-
rare, and asphyxiation due to choking was what went on the death certi�cate,
although the man we have always called the Colorado Kid also had su�ered a
massive cerebral embolism— your stroke, in other words. Cathcart decided the
choking led to the stroking, but who knows, it might have been vicey-versa. So
you see, even the cause of death gets slippery when you look at it right up close.”

“There’s at least one story in here—a little one— and I’m going to tell it to
you now,” Vince said. “It’s about a fella who was in some ways like you,
Stephanie, although I like to think you fell into better hands when it came to
putting the �nal polish on your education; more compassionate ones, too. This
fella was young—twenty-three, I think—and like you he was from away (the
south in his case rather than the Midwest), and he was also doing graduate work,
in the �eld of forensic science.”

“So he was working with this Dr. Cathcart, and he �gured something out.”
Vince grinned. “Logical enough guess, dear, but you’re wrong about who he

was workin with. His name… what was his name, Dave?”



Dave Bowie, whose memory for names was as deadly as Annie Oakley’s aim
with her ri�e, didn’t hesitate. “Devane. Paul Devane.”

“That’s right, I recall it now you say it. This young man, Devane, was
assigned to three months of postgraduate �eld work with a couple of State Police
detectives out of the Attorney General’s o�ce. Only in his case, sentenced might
be the better word. They treated him very badly.” Vince’s eyes darkened. “Older
people who use young people badly when all the young people want is to learn
—I think folks like that should be put out of their jobs. All too often, though,
they get promotions instead of pink-slips. It has never surprised me that God
gave the world a little tilt at the same time He set it spinning; so much that goes
on here mimics that tilt.

“This young man, this Devane, spent four years at some place like
Georgetown University, wanting to learn the sort of science that catches crooks,
and right around the time he was coming to bud the luck of the draw sent him
to work with a couple of doughnut-eating detectives who turned him into little
more than a gofer, running �les between Augusta and Waterville and shooing
lookie-loos away from car-crash scenes. Oh, maybe once in awhile he got to
measure a footprint or take �ash photos of a tire-print as a reward. But rarely, I
sh’d say. Rarely.

“In any case, Ste�, these two �ne specimens of detection—and I hope to
God they’re long out to pasture—happened to be in Tinnock Village at the
same time the body of the Colorado Kid turned up on Hammock Beach. They
were investigating an apartment-house �re ‘of suspicious origin,’ as we say when
reporting such things in the paper, and they had their pet boy, who was by then
losing his idealism, with them.

“If he’d drawn a couple of the good detectives working out of the A.G.’s o�ce
—and I’ve met my share in spite of the goddam bureaucracy that makes so many
problems in this state’s law enforcement system—or if his Department of
Forensic Studies had sent him to some other state that accepts students, he
might have ended up one of the fellas you see on that CSI show—”

“I like that show,” Dave said. “Much more realistic than Murder, She Wrote.
Who’s ready for a mu�n? There’s some in the pantry.”



It turned out they all were, and story-time was suspended until Dave brought
them back, along with a roll of paper towels. When each of them had a Labree’s
squash mu�n and a paper towel to catch the crumbs, Vince told Dave to take up
the tale. “Because,” he said, “I’m getting preachy and apt to keep us here until
dark.”

“I thought you was doin good,” Dave said.
Vince clapped a bony hand to his even bonier chest. “Call 911, Ste�, my

heart just stopped.”
“That won’t be so funny when it really happens, old-timer,” Dave said.
“Lookit him spray those crumbs,” Vince said. “You drool at one end of your

life and dribble at t’other, my Ma used to say. Go on, Dave, tell on, but do us all a
favor and swallow, �rst.”

Dave did, and followed the swallow with a big gulp of Coke to wash
everything down. Stephanie hoped her own digestive system would be up to
such challenges when she reached David Bowie’s age.

“Well,” he said, “George didn’t bother cordoning o� the beach, because that
just would have drawn folks like �ies to a cowpie, don’tcha know, but that didn’t
stop those two dummies from the Attorney General’s o�ce from doin it. I asked
one of em why they bothered, and he looked at me like I was a stark raving
natural-born fool. ‘Well, it’s a crime scene, ain’t it?’ he says.

“‘Maybe so and maybe no,’ I says, ‘but once the body’s gone, what evidence
do you think you’re gonna have that the wind hasn’t blown away?’ Because by
then that easterly had gotten up awful fresh. But they insisted, and I will admit it
made a nice picture on the front page of the paper, didn’t it, Vince?”

“Ayuh, picture with tape reading crime scene in it always sells copies,” Vince
agreed. Half of his mu�n had already disappeared, and there were no crumbs
Stephanie could see on his paper towel.

Dave said, “Devane was there while the Medical Examiner, Cathcart, got a
look at the body: the hand with the sand on it, the hand with none, and then
into the mouth, but right around the time the Tinnock Funeral Home hearse
that had come over on the nine o’clock ferry pulled up, those two detectives
realized he was still there and might be getting somethin perilously close to an
education. They couldn’t have that, so they sent him to get co�ee and



doughnuts and danishes for them and Cathcart and Cathcart’s assistant and the
two funeral home boys who’d just shown up.

“Devane didn’t have any idea of where to go, and by then I was on the wrong
side of the tape they’d strung, so I took him down to Jenny’s Bakery myself. It
took half an hour, maybe a little more, most of it spent ridin, and I got a pretty
good idea of how the land lay with that young man, although I give him all
points for discretion; he never told a single tale out of school, simply said he
wasn’t learning as much as he’d hoped to, and seeing the kind of errand he’d
been sent on while Cathcart was doing his in situ examination, I could connect
the dots.

“And when we got back the examination was over. The body had already
been zipped away in a bodybag. That didn’t stop one of those detectives—a big,
beefy guy named O’Shanny—from giving Devane the rough side of his tongue.
‘What took you so long, we’re freezin our butts o� out here,’ on and on, yatta-
yatta-yatta.

“Devane stood up to it well—never complain, never explain, someone surely
raised him right, I have to say—so I stepped in and said we’d gone and come
back as fast as anyone could. I said, ‘You wouldn’t have wanted us to break any
speed laws, now would you, o�cers?’ Hoping to get a little laugh and kind of
lighten the situation, you know. Didn’t work, though. The other detective—his
name was Morrison—said, ‘Who asked you, Irving? Haven’t you got a yard sale
to cover, or something?’ His partner got a laugh out of that one, at least, but the
young man who was supposed to be learning forensic science and was instead
learning that O’Shanny liked white co�ee and Morrison took his black, blushed
all the way down to his collar.

“Now, Ste�, a man doesn’t get to the age I was even then without getting his
ass kicked a number of times by fools with a little authority, but I felt terrible for
Devane, who was embarrassed not only on his own account but on mine, as
well. I could see him looking for some way to apologize to me, but before he
could �nd it (or before I could tell him it wasn’t necessary, since it wasn’t him
that had done anything wrong), O’Shanny took the tray of co�ees and handed it
to Morrison, then the two sacks of pastries from me. After that he told Devane
to duck under the tape and take the evidence bag with the dead man’s personal



e�ects in it. ‘You sign the Possession Slip,’ he says to Devane, like he was talking
to a �ve-year-old, ‘and you make sure nobody else so much as touches it until I
take it back from you. And keep your nose out of the stu� inside yourself. Have
you got all that?’

“‘Yes, sir,’ Devane says, and he gives me a little smile. I watched him take the
evidence bag, which actually looked like the sort of accordion-folder you see in
some o�ces, from Dr. Cathcart’s assistant. I saw him slide the Possession Slip
out of the see-through envelope on the front, and… do you understand what
that slip’s for, Ste�?”

“I think I do,” she said. “Isn’t it so that if there’s a criminal prosecution, and
something found at the crime scene is used as evidence in that prosecution, the
State can show an uncorrupted chain of possession from where that thing was
found to where it �nally ended up in some courtroom as Exhibit A?”

“Prettily put,” Vince said. “You should be a writer.”
“Very amusing,” Stephanie said.
“Yes, ma’am, that’s our Vincent, a regular Oscar Wilde,” Dave said. “At least

when he’s not bein Oscar the Grouch. Anyway, I saw young Mr. Devane sign his
name to the Possession Slip, and I saw him put it back into the sleeve on the
front of the evidence bag. Then I saw him turn to watch those strongboys load
the body into the funeral hack. Vince had already come back here to start writin
his story, and that was when I left, too, telling the people who asked me
questions—quite a few had gathered by then, drawn by that stupid yellow tape
like ants to spilled sugar— that they could read all about it for just a quarter,
which is what the Islander went for in those days.

“Anyway, that was the last time I actually saw Paul Devane, standing there
and watchin those two wide-bodies load the dead man into the hearse. But I
happen to know Devane disobeyed O’Shanny’s order not to look in the evidence
bag, because he called me at the Islander about sixteen months later. By then
he’d given up his forensic science dream and gone back to school to become a
lawyer. Good or bad, that particular course correction’s down to A.G. Detectives
O’Shanny and Morrison, but it was still Paul Devane who turned the Hammock
Beach John Doe into the Colorado Kid, and eventually made it possible for the
police to identify him.”



“And we got the scoop,” Vince said. “In large part because Dave Bowie here
bought that young man a doughnut and gave him what money can’t buy: an
understanding ear and a little sympathy.”

“Oh, that’s layin it on a little thick,” Dave said, shifting around in his seat. “I
wa’nt with him more than thirty minutes. Maybe three-quarters of an hour if
you want to add in the time we stood in line at the bakery.”

“Sometimes maybe that’s enough,” Stephanie said.
Dave said, “Ayuh, sometimes maybe it is, and what’s so wrong about that?

How long do you think it takes a man to choke to death on a piece of meat, and
then be dead forever?”

None of them had an answer to that. On the reach, some rich summer man’s
yacht tooted with hollow self-importance as it approached the Tinnock town
dock.
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“Let Paul Devane alone awhile,” Vince said. “Dave can tell you the rest of that
part in a few minutes. I think maybe I ought to tell you about the gut-tossing
�rst.”

“Ayuh,” Dave said. “It ain’t a story, Ste�, but that part’d probably come next
if it was.”

Vince said, “Don’t get the idea that Cathcart did the autopsy right away,
because he didn’t. There’d been two people killed in the apartment house �re
that brought O’Shanny and Morrison to our neck of the woods to begin with,
and they came �rst. Not just because they died �rst, but because they were
murder victims and John Doe looked like being just an accident victim. By the
time Cathcart did get to John Doe, the detectives were gone back to Augusta,
and good riddance to them.

“I was there for that autopsy when it �nally happened, because I was the
closest thing there was to a professional photographer in the area back in those
days, and they wanted a ‘sleeping ID’ of the guy. That’s a European term, and all
it means is a kind of portrait shot presentable enough to go into the newspapers.
It’s supposed to make the corpse look like he’s actually snoozin.”

Stephanie looked both interested and appalled. “Does it work?”
“No,” Vince said. Then: “Well… p’raps to a kid. Or if you was to look at it

quick, and with one eye winked shut. This one had to be done before the
autopsy, because Cathcart thought maybe, with the throat blockage and all, he
might have to stretch the lower jaw too far.”

“And you didn’t think it would look quite so much like he was sleeping if he
had a belt tied around his chin to keep his mouth shut?” Stephanie asked,
smiling in spite of herself. It was awful that such a thing should be funny, but it
was funny; some appalling creature in her mind insisted on popping up one
sicko cartoon image after another.



“Nope, probably not,” Vince agreed, and he was also smiling. Dave, too. So if
she was sick, she wasn’t the only one. Thank God. “What such a thing’d look
like, I think, would be a corpse with a toothache.”

Then they were all laughing. Stephanie thought that she loved these two old
buzzards, she really did.

“Got to laugh at the Reaper,” Vince said, plucking his glass of Coke o� the
railing. He helped himself to a sip, then put it back. “Especially when you’re my
age. I sense that bugger behind every door, and smell his breath on the pillow
beside me where my wives used to lay their heads—God bless em both—when I
put out my light.

“Got to laugh at the Reaper.
“Anyway, Ste�, I took my head-shots—my ‘sleeping IDs’—and they came

out about as you’d expect. The best one made the fella look like he mighta been
sleepin o� a bad drunk or was maybe in a coma, and that was the one we ran a
week later. They also ran it in the Bangor Daily News, plus the Ellsworth and
Portland papers. Didn’t do any good, of course, not as far as scarin up people
who knew him, at least, and we eventually found out there was a perfectly good
reason for that.

“In the meantime, though, Cathcart went on about his business, and with
those two dumbbells from Augusta gone back to where they came from, he had
no objections to me hangin around, as long as I didn’t put it in the paper that
he’d let me. I said accourse I wouldn’t, and accourse I never did.

“Working from the top down, there was �rst that plug of steak Doc
Robinson had already seen in the guy’s throat. ‘That’s your cause of death right
there, Vince,’ Cathcart said, and the cerebral embolism (which he discovered
long after I’d left to catch the ferry back to Moosie) never changed his mind. He
said that if the guy had had someone there to perform the Heimlich Maneuver
—or if he’d performed it on himself—he might never have wound up on the
steel table with the gutters running down the sides.

“Next, Contents of the Stomach Number One, and by that I mean the stu�
on top, the midnight snack that had barely had a chance to start digesting when
our man died and everything shut down. Just steak. Maybe six or seven bites in
all, well-chewed. Cathcart thought maybe as much as four ounces.



“Finally, Contents of the Stomach Number Two, and here I’m talking about
our man’s supper. This stu� was pretty much—well, I don’t want to go into
details here; let’s just say that the digestive process had gone on long enough so
that all Dr. Cathcart could tell for sure without extensive testing was that the
guy had had some sort of �sh dinner, probably with a salad and french fries,
around six or seven hours before he died.

“‘I’m no Sherlock Holmes, Doc,’ I says, ‘but I can go you one better than
that.’

“‘Really?’ he says, kinda skeptical.
“‘Ayuh,’ I says. ‘I think he had his supper either at Curly’s or Jan’s Wharfside

over here, or Yanko’s on Moose-Look.’
“‘Why one of those, when there’s got to be �fty restaurants within a twenty-

mile radius of where we’re standin that sell �sh dinners, even in April?’ he asks.
‘Why not the Grey Gull, for that matter?’

“‘Because the Grey Gull would not stoop to selling �sh and chips,’ I says,
‘and that’s what this guy had.’

“Now Ste�—I’d done okay through most of the autopsy, but right about
then I started feeling decidedly chuck-upsy. ‘Those three places I mentioned sell
�sh and chips,’ I says, ‘and I could smell the vinegar as soon as you cut his
stomach open.’ Then I had to rush into his little bathroom and throw up.

“But I was right. I developed my ‘sleeping ID’ pictures that night and showed
em around at the places that sold �sh and chips the very next day. No one at
Yanko’s recognized him, but the take-out girl at Jan’s Wharfside knew him right
away. She said she served him a �sh-and-chips basket, plus a Coke or a Diet
Coke, she couldn’t remember which, late on the afternoon before he was found.
He took it to one of the tables and sat eating and looking out at the water. I
asked if he said anything, and she said not really, just please and thank you. I
asked if she noticed where he went when he �nished his meal—which he ate
around �ve-thirty—and she said no.”

He looked at Stephanie. “My guess is probably down to the town dock, to
catch the six o’clock ferry to Moosie. The time would have been just about
right.”

“Ayuh, that’s what I’ve always �gured,” Dave said.



Stephanie sat up straight as something occurred to her. “It was April. The
middle of April on the coast of Maine, but he had no coat on when he was
found. Was he wearing a coat when he was served at Jan’s?”

Both of the old men grinned at her as if she had just solved some complicated
equation. Only, Stephanie knew, their business—even at the humble Weekly
Islander level—was less about solving than it was delineating what needed to be
solved.

“That’s a good question,” Vince said.
“Lovely question,” Dave agreed.
“I was saving that part,” Vince said, “but since there’s no story, exactly, saving

the good parts doesn’t matter… and if you want answers, dear heart, the store is
closed. The take-out girl at Jan’s didn’t remember for sure, and no one else
remembered him at all. I suppose we have to count ourselves lucky, in a way; had
he bellied up to that counter in mid-July, when such places have a million people
in em, all wanting �sh-and-chips baskets, lobster rolls, and ice cream sundaes, she
wouldn’t have remembered him at all unless he’d dropped his trousers and
mooned her.”

“Maybe not even then,” Stephanie said.
“That’s true. As it was, she did remember him, but not if he was wearing a

coat. I didn’t press her too hard on it, either, knowin that if I did she might
remember somethin just to please me… or to get me out of her hair. She said ‘I
seem to recall he was wearing a light green jacket, Mr. Teague, but that could be
wrong.’ And maybe it was wrong, but do you know… I tend to think she was
right. That he was wearing such a jacket.”

“Then where was it?” Stephanie asked. “Did such a jacket ever turn up?”
“No,” Dave said, “so maybe there was no jacket… although what he was

doing outside on a raw seacoast night in April without one certainly beggars my
imagination.”

Stephanie turned back to Vince, suddenly with a thousand questions, all
urgent, none fully articulated.

“What are you smiling about, dear?” Vince asked.
“I don’t know.” She paused. “Yes, I do. I have so goddamned many questions

I don’t know which one to ask �rst.”



Both of the old men whooped at that one. Dave actually �shed a big
handkerchief out of his back pocket and mopped his eyes with it. “Ain’t that a
corker!” he exclaimed. “Yes, ma’am! I tell you what, Ste�: why don’t you pretend
you’re drawin for the Tupperware set at the Ladies Auxiliary Autumn Sale? Just
close your eyes and pick one out of the gold�sh bowl.”

“All right,” she said, and although she didn’t quite do that, it was close.
“What about the dead man’s �ngerprints? And his dental records? I thought
that when it came to identifying dead people, those things were pretty much
infallible.”

“Most people do and probably they are,” Vince said, “but you have to
remember this was 1980, Ste�.” He was still smiling, but his eyes were serious.
“Before the computer revolution, and long before the Internet, that marvelous
tool young folks such as yourself take for granted. In 1980, you could check the
prints and dental records of what police departments call an unsub—an
unknown subject—against those of a person you thought your unsub might be,
but checkin em against the prints or dental records of all the wanted felons on
�le in all the police departments would have taken years, and against those of all
the folks reported disappeared every year in the United States? Even if you
narrowed the list down to just men in their thirties and forties? Not possible,
dear.”

“But I thought the armed forces kept computer records, even back then…”
“I don’t think so,” Vince said. “And if they did, I don’t believe the Kid’s

prints were ever sent to them.”
“In any case, the initial ID didn’t come from the man’s �ngerprints or dental

work,” Dave said. He laced his �ngers over his considerable chest and appeared
almost to preen in the day’s late sunshine, now slanting but still warm. “I believe
that’s known as cuttin to the chase.”

“So where did it come from?”
“That brings us back to Paul Devane,” Vince said, “and I like coming back to

Paul Devane, because, as I said, there’s a story there, and stories are my business.
They’re my beat, we would have said back in the old, old days. Devane’s a little
sip of Horatio Alger, small but satisfying. Strive and Succeed. Work and Win.”

“Piss and Vinegar,” Dave suggested.



“If you like,” Vince said evenly. “Sure, ayuh, if you like. Devane goes o� with
those two stupid cops, O’Shanny and Morrison, as soon as Cathcart gives them
the preliminary report on the burn victims from the apartment house �re,
because they don’t give a heck about some accidental choking victim who died
over on Moose-Lookit Island. Cathcart, meanwhile, does his gut-tossing on John
Doe with yours truly in attendance. Onto the death certi�cate goes asphyxiation
due to choking or the medical equivalent thereof. Into the newspapers goes my
‘sleeping ID’ photo, which our Victorian ancestors much more truthfully called
a ‘death portrait.’ And no one calls the Attorney General’s O�ce or the State
Police barracks in Augusta to say that’s their missing father or uncle or brother.

“Tinnock Funeral Home keeps him in their cooler for six days—it’s not the
law, but like s’many things in matters of this sort, Ste�, you discover it’s an
accepted custom. Everybody in the death-business knows it, even if nobody
knows why. At the end of that period, when he was still John Doe and still
unclaimed, Abe Carvey went on ahead and embalmed him. He was put into the
funeral home’s own crypt at Seaview Cemetery—”

“This part’s rather creepy,” Stephanie said. She found she could see the man
in there, for some reason not in a co�n (although he must surely have been
provided with some sort of cheap box) but simply laid on a stone slab with a
sheet over him. An unclaimed package in a post o�ce of the dead.

“Ayuh, ’tis, a bit,” Vince said levelly. “Do you want me to push on?”
“If you stop now, I’ll kill you,” she said.
He nodded, not smiling now but pleased with her just the same. She didn’t

know how she knew that, but she did.
“He boarded the summer and half the fall in there. Then, when November

come around and the body was still unnamed and unclaimed, they decided they
ought to bury him.” In Vince’s Yankee accent, bury rhymed with furry. “Before
the ground sti�ened up again and made digging particularly hard, don’t you
see.”

“I do,” Stephanie said quietly. And she did. This time she didn’t sense the
telepathy between the two old men, but perhaps it was there, because Dave took
up the tale (such tale as there was) with no prompting from the Islander’s senior
editor.



“Devane �nished out his tour with O’Shanny and Morrison to the bitter
end,” he said. “He probably even gave them each a tie or something at the end of
his three months or his quarter or whatever it was; as I think I told you,
Stephanie, there was no quit in that young fella. But as soon as he was �nished,
he put in his paperwork at whatever his college was—I think he told me
Georgetown, but you mustn’t hold me to that—and started back up again,
taking whatever courses he needed for law school. And except for two things,
that might have been where Mr. Paul Devane leaves this story—which, as Vince
says, isn’t a story at all, except maybe for this part. The �rst thing is that Devane
peeked into the evidence bag at some point, and looked over John Doe’s
personal e�ects. The second is that he got serious about a girl, and she took him
home to meet her parents, as girls often do when things get serious, and this
girl’s father had at least one bad habit that was more common then than it is
now. He smoked cigarettes.”

Stephanie’s mind, which was a good one (both of the men knew this), at once
�ashed upon the pack of cigarettes that had fallen onto the sand of Hammock
Beach when the dead man fell over. Johnny Gravlin (now Moose-Look’s mayor)
had picked it up and put it back into the dead man’s pocket. And then
something else came to her, not in a �ash but in a blinding glare. She jerked as if
stung. One of her feet struck the side of her glass and knocked it over. Coke
�zzed across the weathered boards of the porch and dripped between them to
the rocks and weeds far below. The old men didn’t notice. They knew a state of
grace perfectly well when they saw one, and were watching their intern with
interest and delight.

“The tax-stamp!” she nearly shrieked. “There’s a state tax-stamp on the bottom
of every pack!”

They both applauded her, gently but sincerely.
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Dave said, “Let me tell you what young Mr. Devane saw when he took his
forbidden peek into the evidence bag, Ste�—and I have no doubt he took that
look more to spite those two than because he actually believed he’d see anything
of value in such a scanty collection of stu�. To start with, there was John Doe’s
wedding ring; a plain gold band, no engraving, not even a date.”

“They didn’t leave it on his…” She saw the way the two men were looking at
her, and it made her realize that what she was suggesting was foolish. If the man
was identi�ed, the ring would be returned. He might then be committed to the
ground with it on his �nger, if that was what his surviving family wanted. But
until then it was evidence, and had to be treated as such.

“No,” she said. “Of course not. Silly me. One thing, though—there must
have been a Mrs. Doe somewhere. Or a Mrs. Kid. Yes?”

“Yes,” Vince Teague said, rather heavily. “And we found her. Eventually.”
“And were there little Does?” Stephanie asked, thinking that the man had

been the right age for a whole gaggle of them.
“Let’s not get stuck on that part of it just now, if you please,” Dave said.
“Oh,” Stephanie said. “Sorry.”
“Nothing to be sorry about,” he said, smiling a little. “Just don’t want to lose

m’place. It’s easier to do when there’s no… what would you call it, Vincent?”
“No through-line,” Vince said. He was smiling, too, but his eyes were a little

distant. Stephanie wondered if it was the thought of the little Does that had put
that distance there.

“Nope, no through-line t’all,” Dave said. He thought, then proved how little
he’d lost his place by ticking items rapidly o� on his �ngers. “Contents of the
bag was the deceased’s weddin-ring, seventeen dollars in paper money—a ten, a
�ve, and two ones— plus some assorted change that might have added up to a



buck. Also, Devane said, one coin that wasn’t American. He said he thought the
writing on it was Russian.”

“Russian,” she marveled.
“What’s called Cyrillic,” Vince murmured.
Dave pressed ahead. “There was a roll of Certs and a pack of Big Red chewin

gum with all but one stick gone. There was a book of matches with an ad for
stamp-collectin on the front—I’m sure you’ve seen that kind, they hand em out
at every convenience store—and Devane said he could see a strike-mark on the
strip across the bottom for that purpose, pink and bright. And then there was
that pack of cigarettes, open and with one or two cigarettes gone. Devane
thought only one, and the single strike-mark on the matchbook seemed to bear
that out, he said.”

“But no wallet,” Stephanie said.
“No, ma’am.”
“And absolutely no identi�cation.”
“No.”
“Did anyone theorize that maybe someone came along and stole Mr. Doe’s

last piece of steak and his wallet?” she asked, and a little giggle got out before she
could put her hand over her mouth.

“Ste�, we tried that and everything else,” Vince said. “Including the idea that
maybe he got dropped o� on Hammock Beach by one of the Coast Lights.”

“Some sixteen months after Johnny Gravlin and Nancy Arnault found that
fella,” Dave resumed, “Paul Devane was invited to spend a weekend at his lady-
friend’s house in Pennsylvania. I have to think that Moose-Lookit Island,
Hammock Beach, and John Doe were all about the last things on his mind just
then. He said he and the girlfriend were going out for the evening, to a movie or
somethin. Mother and Dad were in the kitchen, �nishin the supper dishes
—‘doin the ridding-up’ is what we say in these parts—and although Paul had
o�ered to help, he’d been banished to the living room on the grounds of not
knowin where anything went. So he was sittin there, watchin whatever was on
the TV, and he happened to glance over at Poppa Bear’s easy-chair, and there on
Poppa Bear’s little endtable, right next to Poppa Bear’s TV Guide and Poppa
Bear’s ashtray, was Poppa Bear’s pack of smokes.”



He paused, giving her a smile and a shrug.
“It’s funny how things work, sometimes; it makes you wonder how often

they don’t. If that pack had been turned a di�erent way—so the top had been
facing him instead of the bottom—John Doe might have gone on being John
Doe instead of �rst the Colorado Kid and then Mr. James Cogan of Nederland,
a town just west of Boulder. But the bottom of the pack was facing him, and he
saw the stamp on it. It was a stamp, like a postage stamp, and that made him
think of the pack of cigarettes in the evidence bag that day.

“You see, Ste�, one of Paul Devane’s minders—I disremember if it was
O’Shanny or Morrison—had been a smoker, and among Paul’s other chores,
he’d bought this fella a fair smack of Camel cigarettes, and while they also had a
stamp on them, it seemed to him it wasn’t the same as the one on the pack in the
evidence bag. It seemed to him that the stamp on the State of Maine cigarettes he
bought for the detective was an ink stamp, like the kind you sometimes get on
your hand when you go to a small-town dance, or… I dunno…”

“To the Gernerd Farms Hayride and Picnic?” she asked, smiling.
“You got it!” he said, pointing a plump �nger at her like a gun. “Anyway, this

wa’nt the kind of thing where you jump up yelling ‘Eureka! I have found it!’, but
his mind kep’ returnin to it over and over again that weekend, because the
memory of those cigarettes in the evidence bag bothered him. For one thing, it
seemed to Paul Devane that John Doe’s cigarettes certainly should have had a
Maine tax-stamp on them, no matter where he came from.”

“Why?”
“Because there was only one gone. What kind of cigarette smoker only

smokes one in six hours?”
“A light one?”
“A man who has a full pack and don’t take but one cigarette out of it in six

hours ain’t a light smoker, that’s a non-smoker,” Vince said mildly. “Also, Devane
saw the man’s tongue. So did I—I was on my knees in front of him, shining Doc
Robinson’s otoscope into his mouth. It was as pink as peppermint candy. Not a
smoker’s tongue at all.”

“Oh, and the matchbook,” Stephanie said thoughtfully. “One strike?”
Vince Teague was smiling at her. Smiling and nodding. “One strike,” he said.



“No lighter?”
“No lighter.” Both men said it together, then laughed.
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“Devane waited until Monday,” Dave said, “and when the business about the
cigarettes still wouldn’t quit nagging him—wouldn’t quit even though he was
almost a year and a half downriver from that part of his life—he called me on the
telephone and explained to me that he had an idea that maybe, just maybe, the
pack of cigarettes John Doe had been carrying around hadn’t come from the
State of Maine. If not, the stamp on the bottom would show where they had
come from. He voiced his doubts about whether John Doe was a smoker at all,
but said the tax-stamp might be a clue even if he wasn’t. I agreed with him, but
was curious as to why he’d called me. He said he couldn’t think of anyone else
who still might be interested at that late date. He was right, I was still interested
—Vince, too—and he turned out to be right about the stamp, as well.

“Now, I am not a smoker myself and never have been, which is probably one
of the reasons I’ve attained the great age of sixty-�ve in such beautiful shape—”

Vince grunted and waved a hand at him. Dave continued, unperturbed.
“—so I made a little trip downstreet to Bayside News and asked if I could

examine a package of cigarettes. My request was granted, and I observed that
there was indeed an ink-stamp on the bottom, not a postage-type stamp. I then
made a call to the Attorney General’s O�ce and spoke to a fellow name of
Murray in a department called Evidence Storage and �ling. I was as diplomatic as
I could possibly be, Stephanie, because at that time those two dumbbell
detectives would still have been on active duty—”

“And they’d overlooked a potentially valuable clue, hadn’t they?” Ste� asked.
“One that could have narrowed the search for John Doe down to one single
state. And it was practically staring them in the face.”

“Yep,” Vince said, “and no way could they blame their intern, either, because
they’d speci�cally told him to keep his nose out of the evidence bag. Plus, by the
time it became clear that he’d disobeyed them—”



“—he was beyond their reach,” she �nished.
“You said it,” Dave agreed. “But they wouldn’t have gotten much of a

scolding in any case. Remember, they had an actual murder investigation going
over in Tinnock—manslaughter, two folks burned to death—and John Doe was
just a choking victim.”

“Still…” Stephanie looked doubtful.
“Still dumb, and you needn’t be too polite to say it, you’re among friends,”

Dave told her with a grin. “But the Islander had no in’trest in makin trouble for
those two detectives. I made that clear to Murray, and I also made it clear that
this wasn’t a criminal matter; all I was doing was tryin my best to �nd out who
the poor fella was, because someplace there were very likely people missin him
and wantin to know what had befallen him. Murray said he’d have to get back to
me on that, which I kinda expected, but I still had a bad afternoon, wonderin if
maybe I should have played my cards a little di�erent. I could have, you know; I
could have had Doc Robinson make the call to Augusta, or maybe even talked
Cathcart into doing it, but the idea of using either of them as a cat’s paw kind of
went against my grain. I s’pose it’s corny, but I really do believe that in nine cases
out of ten, honesty’s the best policy. I was just worried this one might turn out
to be the tenth.

“In the end, though, it came out all right. Murray called me back just after I’d
made up my mind he wasn’t going to and had started pullin on my jacket to go
home for the day—isn’t that the way things like that usually go?”

“A watched pot never boils,” Vince said.
“My gosh, that’s like poitry, give me a pad and a pencil so I can write it

down,” Dave said, grinning more widely than ever. The grin did more than take
years o� his face; it knocked them �ying, and she could see the boy he had been.
Then he grew serious once more, and the boy disappeared again.

“In big cities evidence gets lost all the time, I understand, but I guess
Augusta’s not that big yet, even if it is the state capital. Sergeant Murray had no
trouble whatsoever �nding the evidence bag with Paul Devane’s signature on the
Possession Slip; he said he had it ten minutes after we got done talking. The rest
of the time that went by he was trying to get permission from the right person to
let me know what was inside it… which he �nally did. The cigarettes were



Winstons, and the stamp on the bottom was just the way Paul Devane
remembered: a regular little stick-on type that said COLORADO in tiny dark
letters. Murray said he’d be turning the information over to the Attorney
General’s o�ce, and they’d appreciate knowing ‘in advance of publication’ if we
got anywhere in identifying the Colorado Kid. That’s what he called him, so I
guess you could say it was Sergeant Murray in the A.G.’s Evidence Storage and
�ling Department who coined the phrase. He also said he hoped that if we did
have any luck identifying the guy, that we’d note in our story that the A.G.’s
o�ce had been helpful. You know, I thought that was sort of sweet.”

Stephanie leaned forward, eyes shining, totally absorbed. “So what did you
do next? How did you proceed?”

Dave opened his mouth to reply, and Vince put a hand on the managing
editor’s burly shoulder to stop him before he could. “How do you think we
proceeded, dear?”

“School is in?” she asked.
“’Tis,” he said.
And because she saw by his eyes and the set of his mouth (more by the latter)

that he was absolutely in earnest, she thought carefully before replying.
“You… made copies of the ‘sleeping ID’—”
“Ayuh. We did.”
“And then… mmm… you sent it with clippings to—how many Colorado

papers?”
He smiled at her, nodded, gave her a thumbs-up. “Seventy-eight, Ms.

McCann, and I don’t know about Dave, but I was amazed at how cheap it had
become to send out such a number of duplications, even back in 1981. Why, it
couldn’t have come to a hundred bucks total out-of-pocket expense, even with
the postage.”

“And of course we wrote it all o� to the business,” said Dave, who doubled as
the Islander’s bookkeeper. “Every penny. As we had every right to do.”

“How many of them ran it?”
“Every frickin one!” Vince said, and fetched his narrow thigh a vicious slap.

“Ayuh! Even the Denver Post and the Rocky Mountain News! Because then there



was only one peculiar thing about it and a beautiful through-line, don’t you
see?”

Stephanie nodded. Simple and beautiful. She did see.
Vince nodded back, absolutely beaming. “Unknown man, maybe from

Colorado, found on an island beach in Maine, two thousand miles away! No
mention of the steak stuck halfway down his gullet, no mention of the coat that
might have gotten o� Jimmy-Jesus-knows-where (or might not have been there
at all), no mention of the Russian coin in his pocket! Just the Colorado Kid,
your basic Unexplained Mystery, and so, sure, they all ran it, even the free ones
that are mostly coupons.”

“And two days after the Boulder newspaper ran it near the end of October
1981,” Dave said, “I got a call from a woman named Arla Cogan. She lived in
Nederland, a little way up in the mountains from Boulder, and her husband had
disappeared in April of the previous year, leaving her and a son who had been six
months old at the time of his disappearance. She said his name was James, and
although she had no idea what he could possibly have been doing on an island
o� the coast of Maine, the photograph in the Camera looked a great deal like her
husband. A great deal, indeed.” He paused. “I guess she knew it was more than
just a passin resemblance, because she got about that far and then began to cry.”
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Stephanie asked Dave to spell Mrs. Cogan’s �rst name. In Dave Bowie’s thick
Maine accent, all she was hearing was a bunch of a-sounds with an l in the
middle.

He did so, then said, “She didn’t have his �ngerprints—accourse not, poor
left-behind thing—but she was able to give me the name of the dentist they
used, and—”

“Wait, wait, wait,” Stephanie said, putting her hand up like a tra�c cop.
“This man Cogan, what did he do for a living?”

“He was a commercial artist in a Denver advertising agency,” Vince said. “I’ve
seen some of his work since, and I’d have to say he was a pretty good one. He was
never going to go nationwide, but if you wanted a quick picture for an
advertising circular that showed a woman holdin a roll of toilet tissue up like
she’d just caught herself a prize trout, Cogan was your man. He commuted to
Denver twice a week, on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, for meetings and product
conferences. The rest of the time he worked at home.”

She switched her gaze back to Dave. “The dentist spoke to Cathcart, the
Medical Examiner. Is that right?”

“You’re hittin on all cyclinders, Ste�. Cathcart didn’t have any X-rays of the
Kid’s dental work, he wasn’t set up for that and saw no reason to send the corpse
out to County Memorial where dental X-rays could have been taken, but he
noted all the �llings, plus the two crowns. Everything matched. He then went on
ahead and sent copies of the dead man’s �ngerprints to the Nederland Police,
who got a tech from the Denver P.D. to go out to the Cogan residence and dust
James Cogan’s home o�ce for prints. Mrs. Cogan—Arla—told the �ngerprint
man he wouldn’t �nd anything, that she’d cleaned the whole works from stem to
stern when she’d �nally admitted to herself that her Jim wasn’t coming back,



that he’d either left her, which she could hardly believe, or that something awful
had happened to him, which she was coming to believe.

“The �ngerprint man said that if Cogan had spent ‘a signi�cant amount of
time’ in the room that had been his study, there would still be prints.” Dave
paused, sighed, ran a hand through what remained of his hair. “There were, and
we knew for sure who John Doe, also known as the Colorado Kid, really was:
James Cogan, age forty-two, of Nederland, Colorado, married to Arla Cogan,
father of Michael Cogan, age six months at the time of his father’s
disappearance, age going on two years at the time of his father’s identi�cation.”

Vince stood up and stretched with his �sted hands in the small of his back.
“What do you say we go inside, people? It’s commencing to get a tiny bit chilly
out here, and there’s a little more to tell.”
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They each took a turn at the rest room hidden in an alcove behind the old o�set
press that they no longer used (the paper was now printed in Ellsworth, and had
been since ’02). While Dave took his turn, Stephanie put on the Mr. Co�ee. If
the story-that-was-not-a-story went on another hour or so (and she had a feeling
it might), they’d all be glad of a cup.

When they were reconvened, Dave sni�ed in the direction of the little
kitchenette and nodded approvingly. “I like a woman who hasn’t decided the
kitchen’s a place of slavery just because she works for a livin.”

“I feel absolutely the same way about a man,” Stephanie said, and when he
laughed and nodded (she had gotten o� another good one, two in one
afternoon, a record), she tilted her own head toward the huge old press. “That
thing looks like a place of slavery to me,” she said.

“It looks worse than it ever was,” Vince said, “but the one before it was a
horror. That one’d take your arm o� if you weren’t careful, and make a damn
good snatch at it even if you were. Now where were we?”

“With the woman who’d just found out she was a widow,” Stephanie said. “I
presume she came to get the body?”

“Yep,” Dave said.
“And did one of you fetch her here from the airport in Bangor?”
“What do you think, dear?”
It wasn’t a question Stephanie had to mull over for very long. By late October

or early November of 1981, the Colorado Kid would have been very old business
to the State of Maine authorities… and as a choking victim, he had been very
minor business to begin with. Just an unidenti�ed dead body, really.

“Of course you did. You two were really the only friends she had in the state
of Maine.” This idea had the odd e�ect of making her realize that Arla Cogan
had been (and, somewhere, almost certainly still was) a real person, and not just



a chess-piece in an Agatha Christie whodunit or an episode of Murder, She
Wrote.

“I went,” Vince said, speaking softly. He sat forward in his chair, looking at
his hands, which were clasped in a driftwood gnarl below his knees. “She wasn’t
what I expected, either. I had a picture built in my head, one based on a wrong
idea. I should have known better. I’ve been in the newspaper business sixty-�ve
years—as long as my partner in crime there’s been alive, and he’s no longer the
gay blade he thinks he is—and in that length of time, I’ve seen my share of dead
bodies. Most of em would put all that romantic poetry stu�—‘I saw a maiden
fair and still’—out of your head in damn short order. Dead bodies are ugly
things indeed, by n large; many hardly look human at all anymore. But that
wasn’t true of the Colorado Kid. He looked almost good enough to be the
subject of one of those romantic poimes by Mr. Poe. I photographed him before
the autopsy, accourse, you have to remember that, and if you stared at the
�nished portrait for more’n a second or two, he still looked deader than hell (at
least to me he did), but yes, there was something kinda handsome about him just
the same, with his ashy cheeks and pale lips and that little touch of lavender on
his eyelids.”

“Brrr,” Stephanie said, but she sort of knew what Vince was saying, and yes, it
was a poem by Poe it called to mind. The one about the lost Lenore.

“Ayuh, sounds like true love t’me,” Dave said, and got up to pour the co�ee.
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Vince Teague dumped what looked to Stephanie like half a carton of Half ’N
Half into his, then went on. He did so with a rather rueful smile.

“All I’m trying to say is that I sort expected a pale and dark-haired beauty.
What I got was a chubby redhead with a lot of freckles. I never doubted her grief
and worry for a minute, but I sh’d guess she was one of those who eats rather
than fasts when the rats gnaw at her nerves. Her folks had come from Omaha or
Des Moines or somewhere to watch out for the baby, and I’ll never forget how
lost n somehow alone she looked when she came out of the jetway, holdin her
little carry-on bag not by her side but up to her pouter-pigeon bosom. She
wasn’t a bit what I expected, not the lost Lenore—”

Stephanie jumped and thought, Maybe now the telepathy goes three ways.
“—but I knew who she was, right away. I waved and she came to me and said,

‘Mr. Teague?’ And when I said yes, that’s who I was, she put down her bag and
hugged me and said, ‘Thank you for coming to meet me. Thank you for
everything. I can’t believe it’s him, but when I look at the picture, I know it is.’

“It’s a good long drive down here—no one knows that better than you, Ste�
—and we had lots of time to talk. The �rst thing she asked me was if I had any
idea what Jim was doing on the coast of Maine. I told her I did not. Then she
asked if he’d registered at a local motel on the Wednesday night—” He broke o�
and looked at Dave. “Am I right? Wednesday night?”

Dave nodded. “It would have been a Wednesday night she asked about,
because it was a Thursday mornin Johnny and Nancy found him on. The 24th
of April, 1980.”

“You just know that,” Stephanie marveled.
Dave shrugged. “Stu� like that sticks in my head,” he told her, “and then I’ll

forget the loaf of bread I meant to bring home and have to go out in the rain and
get it.”



Stephanie turned back to Vince. “Surely he didn’t register at a motel the
night before he was found, or you guys wouldn’t have spent so long calling him
John Doe. You might have known him by some other alias, but no one registers
at a motel under that name.”

He was nodding long before she �nished. “Dave and I spent three or four
weeks after the Colorado Kid was found—in our spare time, accourse—
canvassin motels in what Mr. Yeats would have called ‘a widenin gyre’ with
Moose-Lookit Island at the center. It would’ve been damn near impossible
during the summer season, when there’s four hundred motels, inns, cabins, bed-
and-breakfasts, and assorted rooms to rent all competing for trade within half a
day’s drive of the Tinnock Ferry, but it wasn’t anything but a part-time job in
April, because seventy percent of em are shut down from Thanksgiving to
Memorial Day. We showed that picture everywhere, Ste�.”

“No joy?”
“Not a bit of it,” Dave con�rmed.
She turned to Vince. “What did she say when you told her that?”
“Nothing. She was �ummoxed.” He paused. “Cried a little.”
“Accourse she did, poor thing,” Dave said.
“And what did you do?” Stephanie asked, all of her attention still �xed on

Vince.
“My job,” he said, with no hesitation.
“Because you’re the one who always has to know,” she said.
His bushy, tangled eyebrows went up. “Do you think so?”
“Yes,” she said. “I do.” And she looked at Dave for con�rmation.
“I think she nailed you there, pard,” Dave said.
“Question is, is it your job, Ste�?” Vince asked with a crooked smile. “I think

it is.”
“Sure,” she said, almost carelessly. She had known this for weeks now,

although if anyone had asked her before coming to the Islander, she would have
laughed at the idea of deciding for sure on a life’s work based on such an obscure
posting. The Stephanie McCann who had almost decided on going to New
Jersey instead of to Moose-Lookit o� the coast of Maine now seemed like



another person to her. A �atlander. “What did she tell you? What did she
know?”

Vince said, “Just enough to make a strange story even stranger.”
“Tell me.”
“All right, but fair warning—this is where the through-line ends.”
Stephanie didn’t hesitate. “Tell me anyway.”
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“Jim Cogan went to work at Mountain Outlook Advertising in Denver on
Wednesday, April the 23rd, 1980, just like any other Wednesday,” Vince said.
“That’s what she told me. He had a portfolio of drawings he’d been working on
for Sunset Chevrolet, one of the big local car companies that did a ton of print
advertising with Mountain Outlook—a very valuable client. Cogan had been
one of four artists on the Sunset Chevrolet account for the last three years, she
said, and she was positive the company was happy with Jim’s work, and the
feeling was mutual—Jim liked working on the account. She said his specialty was
what he called ‘holy-shit women.’ When I asked what that was, she smiled and
said they were pretty ladies with wide eyes and open mouths, and usually with
their hands clapped to their cheeks. The drawings were supposed to say, ‘Holy
shit, what a buy I got at Sunset Chevrolet!’”

Stephanie laughed. She had seen such drawings, usually in free advertising
circulars at the Shop ’N Save across the reach, in Tinnock.

Vince was nodding. “Arla was a fair shake of an artist herself, only with
words. What she showed me was a very decent man who loved his wife, his baby,
and his work.”

“Sometimes loving eyes don’t see what they don’t want to see,” Stephanie
remarked.

“Young but cynical!” Dave cried, not without relish.
“Well, ayuh, but she’s got a point,” Vince said. “Only thing is, sixteen months

is usually long enough to put aside the rose-colored glasses. If there’d been
something going on—discontent with the job or maybe a little honey on the side
would seem the most likely—I think she would have found sign of it, or at least
caught a whi� of it, unless the man was almighty, almighty careful, because
during that sixteen months she talked to everyone he knew, most of em twice,
and they all told her the same thing: he liked his job, he loved his wife, and he



absolutely idolized his baby son. She kept coming back to that. ‘He never
would’ve left Michael,’ she said. ‘I know that, Mr. Teague. I know it in my
soul.’” Vince shrugged, as if to say So sue me. “I believed her.”

“And he wasn’t tired of his job?” Stephanie asked. “Had no desire to move
on?”

“She said not. Said he loved their place up in the mountains, even had a sign
over the front door that said HERNANDO’S HIDEAWAY. And she talked to one of
the artists he worked with on the Sunset Chevrolet account, a fellow Cogan had
worked with for years, Dave, do you recall that name—?”

“George Rankin or George Franklin,” Dave said. “Cannot recall which, right
o� the top of my head.”

“Don’t let it get you down, old-timer,” Vince said. “Even Willie Mays
dropped a pop-up from time to time, I guess, especially toward the end of his
career.”

Dave stuck out his tongue.
Vince nodded as if such childishness was exactly what he’d come to expect of

his managing editor, then took up the thread of his story once more. “George
the Artist, be he Rankin or Franklin, told Arla that Jim had pretty much reached
the top end of that which his talent was capable, and he was one of the fortunate
people who not only knew his limitations but was content with them. He said
Jim’s remaining ambition was to someday head Mountain Outlook’s art
department. And, given that ambition, cutting and running for the New
England coast on the spur of the moment is just about the last thing he would
have done.”

“But she thought that’s what he did do,” Stephanie said. “Isn’t it?”
Vince put his co�ee cup down and ran his hands through his �u� of white

hair, which was already fairly crazy. “Arla Cogan’s like all of us,” he said, “a
prisoner of the evidence.

“James Cogan left his home at 6:45 AM on that Wednesday to make the drive
to Denver by way of the Boulder Turnpike. The only luggage he had was that
portfolio I mentioned. He was wearing a gray suit, a white shirt, a red tie, and a
gray overcoat. Oh, and black loafers on his feet.”

“No green jacket?” Stephanie asked.



“No green jacket,” Dave agreed, “but the gray slacks, white shirt, and black
loafers was almost certainly what he was wearing when Johnny and Nancy found
him sittin dead on the beach with his back against that litter basket.”

“His suit-coat?”
“Never found,” Dave said. “The tie, neither—but accourse if a man takes o�

his tie, nine times out of ten he’ll stu� it into the pocket of his suit-coat, and I’d
be willin to bet that if that gray suit-coat ever did turn up, the tie’d be in the
pocket.”

“He was at his o�ce drawing board by 8:45 AM,” Vince said, “working on a
newspaper ad for King Sooper’s.”

“What—?”
“Supermarket chain, dear,” Dave said.
“Around ten-�fteen,” Vince went on, “George the Artist, be he Rankin or

Franklin, saw our boy the Kid heading for the elevators. Cogan said he was goin
around the corner to grab what he called ‘a real co�ee’ at Starbucks and an egg
salad sandwich for lunch, because he planned to eat at his desk. He asked George
if George wanted anything.”

“This is all what Arla told you when you were driving her out to Tinnock?”
“Yes, ma’am. Taking her to speak with Cathcart, make a formal identi�cation

of the photo—‘This is my husband, this is James Cogan’—and then sign an
exhumation order. He was waiting for us.”

“All right. Sorry to interrupt. Go on.”
“Don’t be sorry for asking questions, Stephanie, asking questions is what

reporters do. In any case, George the Artist—”
“Be he Rankin or Franklin,” Dave put in helpfully.
“Ayuh, him—he told Cogan that he’d pass on the co�ee, but he walked out to

the elevator lobby with Cogan so they could talk a little bit about an upcoming
retirement party for a fellow named Haverty, one of the agency’s founders. The
party was scheduled for mid-May, and George the Artist told Arla that her
mister seemed excited and looking forward to it. They batted around ideas for a
retirement gift until the elevator came, and then Cogan got on and told George
the Artist they ought to talk about it some more at lunch and ask someone else
—some woman they worked with—what she thought. George the Artist agreed



that was a pretty good idea, Cogan gave him a little wave, the elevator doors slid
closed, and that’s the last person who can remember seeing the Colorado Kid
when he was still in Colorado.”

“George the Artist,” she almost marveled. “Do you suppose any of this would
have happened if George had said, ‘Oh, wait a minute, I’ll just pull on my coat
and go around the corner with you?’”

“No way of telling,” Vince said.
“Was he wearing his coat?” she asked. “Cogan? Was he wearing his gray

overcoat when he went out?”
“Arla asked, but George the Artist didn’t remember,” Vince said. “The best

he could do was say he didn’t think so. And that’s probably right. The Starbucks
and the sandwich shop were side by side, and they really were right around the
corner.”

“She also said there was a receptionist,” Dave put in, “but the receptionist
didn’t see the men go out to the elevators. Said she ‘must have been away from
her desk for a minute.’” He shook his head disapprovingly. “It’s never that way
in the mystery novels.”

But Stephanie’s mind had seized on something else, and it occurred to her
that she had been picking at crumbs while there was a roast sitting on the table.
She held up the fore�nger of her left hand beside her left cheek. “George the
Artist waves goodbye to Cogan—to the Colorado Kid—around ten-�fteen in
the morning. Or maybe it’s more like ten-twenty by the time the elevator
actually comes and he gets on.”

“Ayuh,” Vince said. He was looking at her, bright-eyed. They both were.
Now Stephanie held up the fore�nger of her right hand beside her right

cheek. “And the counter-girl at Jan’s Wharfside across the reach in Tinnock said
he ate his �sh-and-chips basket at a table looking out over the water at around
�ve-thirty in the afternoon.”

“Ayuh,” Vince said again.
“What’s the time di�erence between Maine and Colorado? An hour?”
“Two,” Dave said.
“Two,” she said, and paused, and said it again. “Two. So when George the

Artist saw him for the last time, when those elevator doors slid shut, it was



already past noon in Maine.”
“Assuming the times are right,” Dave agreed, “and assume’s all we can do,

isn’t it?”
“Would it work?” she asked them. “Could he possibly have gotten here in

that length of time?”
“Yes,” Vince said.
“No,” Dave said.
“Maybe,” they said together, and Stephanie sat looking from one to the

other, bewildered, her co�ee cup forgotten in her hand.
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“That’s what makes this wrong for a newspaper like the Globe,” Vince said, after
a little pause to sip his milky co�ee and collect his thoughts. “Even if we wanted
to give it up.”

“Which we don’t,” Dave put in (and rather testily).
“Which we don’t,” Vince agreed. “But if we did… Ste�, when a big-city

newspaper like the Globe or the New York Times does a feature story or a feature
series, they want to be able to provide answers, or at least suggest them, and do I
have a problem with that? The hell I do! Pick up any big-city paper, and what do
you �nd on the front page? Questions disguised as news stories. Where is Osama
Bin Laden? We don’t know. What’s the President doing in the Middle East? We
don’t know because he don’t. Is the economy going to get stronger or go in the
tank? Experts di�er. Are eggs good for you or bad for you? Depends on which
study you read. You can’t even get the weather forecasters to tell you if a
nor’easter is going to come in from the nor’east, because they got burned on the
last one. So if they do a feature story on better housing for minorities, they want
to be able to say if you do A, B, C, and D, things’ll be better by the year 2030.”

“And if they do a feature story on Unexplained Mysteries,” Dave said, “they
want to be able to tell you the Coast Lights were re�ections on the clouds, and
the Church Picnic Poisonings were probably the work of a jilted Methodist
secretary. But trying to deal with this business of the time…”

“Which you happen to have put your �nger on,” Vince added with a smile.
“And of course it’s outrageous no matter how you think of it,” Dave said.
“But I’m willing to be outrageous,” Vince said. “Hell, I looked into the

matter, just about dialed the phone o� the damn wall, and I guess I have a right
to be outrageous.”

“My father used to say you can cut chalk all day, yet it won’t never be cheese,”
Dave said, but he was also smiling a little.



“That’s true, but let me whittle a little bit just the same,” Vince said. “Let’s
say the elevator doors close at ten-twenty, Mountain Time, okay? Let’s also say,
just for the sake of argument, that this was all planned out in advance and he had
a car standin by with the motor running.”

“All right,” Stephanie said, watching him closely.
“Pure fantasy,” Dave snorted, but he also looked interested.
“It’s farfetched, anyway,” Vince agreed, “but he was there at quarter past ten

and at Jan’s Wharfside a little more than �ve hours later. That’s also farfetched,
but we know it’s a fact. Now may I continue?”

“Have on, McDu�,” Dave said.
“If he’s got a car all warmed up and waiting for him, maybe he can make it to

Stapleton in half an hour. Now he surely didn’t take a commercial �ight. He
could have paid cash for his ticket and used an alias—that was possible back then
—but there were no direct �ights from Denver to Bangor. From Denver to
anyplace in Maine, actually.”

“You checked.”
“I did. Flying commercial, the best he could have done was arrive in Bangor at

6:45 PM, which was long after that counter-girl saw him. In fact at that time of
the year that’s after the last ferry of the day leaves for Moosie.”

“Six is the last?” Stephanie asked.
“Yep, right up until mid-May,” Dave said.
“So he must have �own charter,” she said. “A charter jet? Are there

companies that �ew charter jets out of Denver? And could he have a�orded
one?”

“Yes on all counts,” Vince said, “but it would’ve cost him a couple of
thousand bucks, and their bank account would have shown that kind of hit.”

“It didn’t?”
Vince shook his head. “There were no signi�cant withdrawals prior to the

fella’s disappearance. All the same, that’s what he must have done. I checked
with a number of di�erent charter companies, and they all told me that on a
good day—one when the jet stream was �owing strong and a little Lear like a 35
or a 55 got up in the middle of it—that trip would take just three hours, maybe a
little more.”



“Denver to Bangor,” she said.
“Denver to Bangor, ayuh—there’s noplace closer to our part of the coast

where one of those little burners can land. Not enough runway, don’tcha see.”
She did. “So did you check with the charter companies in Denver?”
“I tried. Not much joy there, either, though. Of the �ve companies that �ew

jets of one size n another, only two’d even talk to me. They didn’t have to, did
they? I was just a small-town newspaperman lookin into an accidental death, not
a cop investigating a crime. Also, one of em pointed out to me that it wasn’t just
a question of checking up on the FBOs that �ew jets out of Stapleton—”

“What are FBOs?”
“Fixed Base Operators,” Vince said. “Chartering aircraft is only one of the

things they do. They get clearances, maintain little terminals for passengers who
are �yin private so they can stay that way, they sell, service, and repair aircraft.
You can go through U.S. Customs at lots of FBOs, buy an altimeter if yours is
busted, or catch eight hours in the pilots’ lounge if your current �yin time is
maxed out. Some FBOs, like Signature Air, are big business—chain operations
just like Holiday Inn or McDonald’s. Others are seat-of-the-pants out�ts with
not much more than a coin-op snack machine inside and a wind-sock by the
runway.”

“You did some research,” Stephanie said, impressed.
“Ayuh, enough to know that it isn’t just Colorado pilots and Colorado planes

that used Stapleton or any other Colorado airport, then or now. For instance, a
plane from an FBO at LaGuardia in New York might �y into Denver with
passengers who were going to spend a month in Colorado visiting relatives. The
pilots would then ask around for passengers who wanted to go back to New
York, just so they wouldn’t have to make the return empty.”

“Or these days they’d have their return passengers all set up ahead of time by
computer,” Dave said. “Do you see, Ste�?”

She did. She saw something else as well. “So the records on Mr. Cogan’s Wild
Ride might be in the �les of Air Eagle, out of New York.”

“Or Air Eagle out of Montpelier, Vermont—” Vince said.
“Or Just Ducky Jets out of Washington, D.C.,” Dave said.



“And if Cogan paid cash,” Vince added, “there are quite likely no records at
all.”

“But surely there are all sorts of agencies—”
“Yes, ma’am,” Dave said. “More than you could shake a stick at, beginning

with the FAA and ending with the IRS. Wouldn’t be surprised if the damn FFA
wasn’t in there somewhere. But in cash deals, paperwork gets thin. Remember
Helen Hafner?”

Of course she did. Their waitress at the Grey Gull. The one whose son had
recently fallen out of his tree-house and broken his arm. She gets all of it, Vince
had said of the money he meant to put in Helen Hafner’s pocket, and what
Uncle Sam don’t know don’t bother him. To which Dave had added, It’s the way
America does business.

Stephanie supposed it was, but it was an extremely troublesome way of doing
business in a case like this one.

“So you don’t know,” she said. “You tried your best, but you just don’t
know.”

Vince looked �rst surprised, then amused. “As to tryin my best, Stephanie, I
don’t think a person ever knows that for sure; in fact, I think most of us are
condemned—damned, even!—to thinking we could have done just a little
smidge better, even when we win through to whatever it was we were tryin to
get. But you’re wrong—I do know. He chartered a jet out of Stapleton. That’s
what happened.”

“But you said—”
He leaned even further forward over his clasped hands, his eyes �xed on hers.

“Listen carefully and take instruction, dearheart. It’s long years since I read
Sherlock Holmes, so I can’t say this exactly, but at one point the great detective
tells Dr. Watson somethin like this: ‘When you eliminate the impossible,
whatever is left—no matter how improbable— must be the answer.’ Now we
know that the Colorado Kid was in his Denver o�ce buildin until ten-�fteen or
ten-twenty on that Wednesday morning. And we can be pretty sure he was in
Jan’s Wharfside at �ve-thirty. Hold up your �ngers like you did before,
Stephanie.”



She did as he asked, left fore�nger for the Kid in Colorado, right fore�nger
for James Cogan in Maine. Vince unlocked his hands and touched her right
fore�nger brie�y with one of his own, age meeting youth in midair.

“But don’t call this �nger �ve-thirty,” he said. “We needn’t trust the counter-
girl, who wasn’t run o� her feet the way she would have been in July, but who
was doubtless busy all the same, it bein the supper-hour and all.”

Stephanie nodded. In this part of the world supper came early. Dinner—
pronounced dinnah—was what you ate from your lunchpail at noon, often
while out in your lobster boat.

“Let this �nger be six o’clock,” he said. “The time of the last ferry.”
She nodded again. “He had to be on that one, didn’t he?”
“He did unless he swam the reach,” Dave said.
“Or chartered a boat,” she said.
“We asked,” Dave said. “More important, we asked Gard Edwick, who was

the ferryman in the spring of ’80.”
Did Cogan bring him tea? she suddenly found herself wondering. Because if

you want to ride the ferry, you’re supposed to bring tea for the tillerman. You said so
yourself, Dave. Or are the ferryman and the tillerman two different people?

“Ste�?” Vince sounded concerned. “Are you all right, dear?”
“I’m �ne, why?”
“You looked… I dunno, like you came over strange.”
“I sort of did. It’s a strange story, isn’t it?” And then she said, “Only it’s not a

story at all, you were so right about that, and if I came over strange, I suppose
that’s why. It’s like trying to ride a bike across a tightrope that isn’t there.”

Stephanie hesitated, then decided to go on and make a complete fool of
herself.

“Did Mr. Edwick remember Cogan because Cogan brought him something?
Because he brought tea for the tillerman?”

For a moment neither man said anything, just regarded her with their
inscrutable eyes—so strangely young and sweetly lad-like in their old faces—and
she thought she might laugh or cry or do something, break out somehow just to
kill her anxiety and growing certainty that she had made a fool of herself.



Vince said, “It was a chilly crossing. Someone—a man—brought a paper cup
of co�ee to the pilot house and handed it in to Gard. They only passed a few
words. This was April, remember, and by then it was already going dark. The
man said, ‘Smooth crossing.’ And Gard said, ‘Ayuh.’ Then the man said ‘This
has been a long time coming’ or maybe ‘I’ve been a long time coming.’ Gard said
it might have even been ‘Lidle’s been a long time coming.’ There is such a name;
there’s none in the Tinnock phone book, but I’ve found it in quite a few
others.”

“Was Cogan wearing the green coat or the topcoat?”
“Ste�,” Vince said, “Gard not only didn’t remember whether or not the man

was wearing a coat; he probably couldn’t have sworn in a court of law if the man
was afoot or on hossback. It was gettin dark, for one thing; it was one little act of
kindness and a few passed words recalled a year and a half downstream, for a
second; for a third… well, old Gard, you know…” He made a bottle-tipping
gesture.

“Speak no ill of the dead, but the man drank like a frickin �sh,” Dave said.
“He lost the ferryman job in ’85, and the Town put him on the plow, mostly so
his family wouldn’t starve. He had �ve kids, you know, and a wife with MS. But
�nally he cracked up the plow, doin Main Street while blotto, and put out all the
frickin power for a frickin week in February, pardon my frickin français. Then
he lost that job and he was on the town. So am I surprised he didn’t remember
more? No, I am not. But I’m convinced from what he did remember that, ayuh,
the Colorado Kid came over from the mainland on the day’s last ferry, and,
ayuh, he brought tea for the tillerman, or a reasonable facsimile thereof. Good
on you to remember about that, Ste�.” And he patted her hand. She smiled at
him. It felt like a rather dazed smile.

“As you said,” Vince resumed, “there’s that two-hour time-di�erence to
factor in.” He moved her left �nger closer to her right. “It’s quarter past twelve,
east coast time, when Cogan leaves his o�ce. He drops his easy-going, just-
another-day act the minute the elevator doors open on the lobby of his building.
The very second. He goes dashin outside, hellbent for election, where that fast car
—and an equally fast driver—is waitin for him.



“Half an hour later, he’s at a Stapleton FBO, and �ve minutes after that, he’s
mounting the steps of a private jet. He hasn’t left this arrangement to chance,
either. Can’t have done. There are people who �y private on a fairly regular basis,
then stay for a couple of weeks. The folks who take them one-way spend those
two weeks attending to other charters. Our boy would have settled on one of
those planes, and almost certainly would have made a cash arrangement to �y
back out with them. Eastbound.”

Stephanie said, “What would he have done if the people using the plane he
planned to take cancelled their �ight at the last minute?”

Dave shrugged. “Same thing he would’ve done if there was bad weather, I
guess,” he said. “Put it o� to another day.”

Vince, meanwhile, had moved Stephanie’s left �nger a little further to the
right. “Now it’s getting close to one in the afternoon on the east coast,” he said,
“but at least our friend Cogan doesn’t have to worry about a lot of security
rigamarole, not back in 1980 and especially not �yin private. And we have to
assume—again—that he doesn’t have to wait in line with a lot of other planes
for an active runway, because it screws up the timetable if he does, and all the
while on the other end—” He touched her right �nger. “—that ferry’s waitin.
Last one of the day.

“So, the �ight lasts three hours. We’ll say that, anyway. My colleague here got
on the Internet, he loves that sucker with a passion, and he says the weather was
good for �ying that day and the maps show that the jet-stream was in
approximately the right place—”

“But as to how strong it was, that’s information I’ve never been able to pin
down,” Dave said. He glanced at Vince. “Given the tenuousness of your case,
partner, that’s probably not a real bad thing.”

“We’ll say three hours,” Vince repeated, and moved Stephanie’s left �nger
(the one she was coming to think of as her Colorado Kid �nger) until it was less
than two inches from her right one (which she now thought of as her James
Cogan-Almost Dead �nger). “It can’t have been much longer than that.”

“Because the facts won’t let it,” she murmured, fascinated (and, in truth, a
little frightened) by the idea. Once, while in high school, she had read a science



�ction novel called The Moon Is A Harsh Mistress. She didn’t know about the
moon, but she was coming to believe that was certainly true of time.

“No, ma’am, they won’t,” he agreed. “At four o’clock or maybe four-oh-�ve
—we’ll say four-oh-�ve—Cogan lands and disembarks at Twin City Civil Air,
that was the only FBO at Bangor International Airport back then—”

“Any records of his arrival?” she asked. “Did you check?” Knowing he had, of
course he had, also knowing it hadn’t done any good, one way or another. It was
that kind of story. The kind that’s like a sneeze which threatens but never quite
arrives.

Vince smiled. “Sure did, but in the carefree days before Homeland Security,
all Twin City kept any length of time were their account books. They had a good
many cash payments that day, includin some pretty good-sized refueling tabs late
in the afternoon, but even those might mean nothing. For all we know, whoever
�ew the Kid in might have spent the night in a Bangor hotel and �own out the
next morning—”

“Or spent the weekend,” Dave said. “Then again, the pilot might have left
right away, and without refueling at all.”

“How could he do that, after coming all the way from Denver?” Stephanie
asked.

“Could have hopped down to Portland,” Dave said, “and �lled his tank up
there.”

“Why would he?”
Dave smiled. It gave him a surprisingly foxy look that was not much like his

usual expression of earnest and slightly stupid honesty. It occurred to Stephanie
now that the intellect behind that chubby, rather childish face was probably as
lean and quick as Vince Teague’s.

“Cogan might’ve paid Mr. Denver Flyboy to do it that way because he was
afraid of leaving a paper trail,” Dave said. “And Mr. Denver Flyboy would very
likely have gone along with any reasonable request if he was being paid enough.”

“As for the Colorado Kid,” Vince resumed, “he’s still got almost two hours to
get to Tinnock, get a �sh-and-chips basket at Jan’s Wharfside, sit at a table eating
it while he looks out at the water, and then catch the last ferry to Moose-Lookit



Island.” As he spoke, he slowly brought Stephanie’s left and right fore�ngers
together until they touched.

Stephanie watched, fascinated. “Could he do it?”
“Maybe, but it’d be awful goddamned tight,” Dave said with a sigh. “I’d have

never believed it if he hadn’t actually turned up dead on Hammock Beach.
Would you, Vince?”

“Nup,” Vince said, without even pausing to consider.
Dave said, “There’s four dirt airstrips within a dozen miles or so of Tinnock,

all seasonal. They do most of their trade takin up tourists on sight-seein rides in
the summer, or to look at the fall foliage when the colors peak out, although that
only lasts a couple of weeks. We checked em on the o�-chance that Cogan might
have chartered him a second plane, this one a little prop-job like a Piper Cub,
and �own from Bangor to the coast.”

“No joy there, either, I take it.”
“You take it right,” Vince said, and his grin was gloomy rather than foxy.

“Once those elevator doors slide closed on Cogan in that Denver o�ce building,
this whole business is nothing but shadows you can’t quite catch hold of… and
one dead body.

“Three of those four airstrips were deserted in April, shut right down, so a
plane could have �own in to any of em and no one the wiser. The fourth one—a
woman named Maisie Harrington lived out there with her father and about sixty
mutt dogs, and she claimed that no one �ew into their strip from October of
1979 to May of 1980, but she smelled like a distillery, and I had my doubts if she
could remember what went on a week before I talked to her, let alone a year and a
half before.”

“What about the woman’s father?” she asked.
“Stone blind and one-legged,” Dave said. “The diabetes.”
“Ouch,” she said.
“Ayuh.”
“Let Jack n Maisie Harrington go hang,” Vince said impatiently. “I never

believed in the Second Airplane Theory when it comes to Cogan any more than
I ever believed in the Second Gunman Theory when it came to Kennedy. If
Cogan had a car waiting for him in Denver—and I can’t see any way around it—



then he could have had one waiting for him at the General Aviation Terminal, as
well. And I believe he did.”

“That is just so farfetched,” Dave said. He spoke not sco�ngly but dolefully.
“P’raps,” Vince responded, unperturbed, “but when you get rid of the

impossible, whatever’s left… there’s your pup, scratchin at the door t’be let in.”
“He could have driven himself,” Stephanie said thoughtfully.
“A rental car?” Dave shook his head. “Don’t think so, dear. Rental agencies

take only credit cards, and credit cards leave paper trails.”
“Besides,” Vince said, “Cogan didn’t know his way around eastern and

coastal Maine. So far as we can discover, he’d never been here in his life. You
know the roads by now, Ste�: there’s only one main one that comes out this way
from Bangor to Ellsworth, but once you get to Ellsworth, there’s three or four
di�erent choices, and a �atlander, even one with a map, is apt to get confused.
No, I think Dave is right. If the Kid meant to go by car, and if he knew in
advance how small his time-window was going to be, he would have wanted to
have a driver standin by and waitin. Somebody who’d take cash money, drive
fast, and not get lost.”

Stephanie thought for a little while. The two old men let her.
“Three hired drivers in all,” she said at last. “The one in the middle at the

controls of a private jet.”
“Maybe with a copilot,” Dave put in quietly. “Them are the rules, at least.”
“It’s very outlandish,” she said.
Vince nodded and sighed. “I don’t disagree.”
“You’ve never turned up even one of these drivers, have you?”
“No.”
She thought some more, this time with her head down and her normally

smooth brow furrowed in a deep frown. Once more they did not interrupt her,
and after perhaps two minutes, she looked up again. “But why? What could be
so important for Cogan to go to such lengths?”

Vince Teague and Dave Bowie looked at each other, then back at her. Vince
said: “Ain’t that a good question.”

Dave said: “A rig of a question.”
Vince said: “The main question.”



“Accourse it is,” Dave said. “Always was.”
Vince, quite softly: “We don’t know, Stephanie. We never have.”
Dave, more softly still: “Boston Globe wouldn’t like that. Nope, not at all.”
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“Accourse, we ain’t the Boston Globe,” Vince said. “We ain’t even the Bangor
Daily News. But Stephanie, when a grown man or woman goes completely o�
the rails, every newspaper writer, big town or small one, looks for certain
reasons. It don’t matter whether the result is most of the Methodist church
picnic windin up poisoned or just the gentlemanly half of a marriage quietly
disappearin one weekday morning, never to be seen alive again. Now—for the
time bein never mindin where he wound up, or the improbability of how he
managed to get there—tell me what some of those reasons for goin o� the rails
might be. Count them o� for me until I see at least four of your �ngers in the
air.”

School is in session, she thought, and then remembered something Vince had
said to her a month before, almost in passing: To be a success it the news business,
it don’t hurt to have a dirty mind, dear. At the time she’d thought the remark
bizarre, perhaps even borderline senile. Now she thought she understood a little
better.

“Sex,” she said, raising her left fore�nger—her Colorado Kid �nger. “I.e.,
another woman.” She popped another �nger. “Money problems, I’m thinking
either debt or theft.”

“Don’t forget the IRS,” Dave said. “People sometimes run when they realize
they’re in hock to Uncle Sam.”

“She don’t know how boogery the IRS can be,” Vince said. “You can’t hold
that against her. Anyway, according to his wife Cogan had no problems with
Infernal Revenue. Go on, Ste�, you’re doin �ne.”

She didn’t yet have enough �ngers in the air to satisfy him, but could think of
only one other thing. “The urge to start a brand-new life?” she asked doubtfully,
seeming to speak more to herself than to them. “To just… I don’t know… cut all
the ties and start over again as a di�erent person in a di�erent place?” And then



something else did occur to her. “Madness?” She had four �ngers up now—one
for sex, one for money, one for change, one for madness. She looked doubtfully
at the last two. “Maybe change and madness are the same?”

“Maybe they are,” Vince said. “And you could argue that madness covers all
sorts of addictions that people try to run from. That sort of running’s
sometimes known as the ‘geographic cure.’ I’m thinking speci�cally of drugs and
alcohol. Gambling’s another addiction people try the geographic cure on, but I
guess you could �le that problem under money.”

“Did he have drug or alcohol problems?”
“Arla Cogan said not, and I believe she would have known. And after sixteen

months to think it over, and with him dead at the end of it, I think she would
have told me.”

“But, Ste�,” Dave said (and rather gently), “when you consider it, madness
almost has to be in it somewhere, wouldn’t you say?”

She thought of James Cogan, the Colorado Kid, sitting dead on Hammock
Beach with his back against a litter basket and a lump of meat lodged in his
throat, his closed eyes turned in the direction of Tinnock and the reach beyond.
She thought of how one hand had still been curled, as if holding the rest of his
midnight snack, a piece of steak some hungry gull had no doubt stolen, leaving
nothing but a sticky pattern of sand in the leftover grease on his palm. “Yes,” she
said. “There’s madness in it somewhere. Did she know that? His wife?”

The two men looked at each other. Vince sighed and rubbed the side of his
blade-thin nose. “She might have, but by then she had her own life to worry
about, Ste�. Hers and her son’s. A man up and disappears like that, the woman
left behind is apt to have a damn hard skate. She got her old job back, working in
one of the Boulder banks, but there was no way she could keep the house in
Nederland—”

“Hernando’s Hideaway,” Stephanie murmured, feeling a sympathetic pang.
“Ayuh, that. She kept on her feet without having to borrow too much from

her folks, or anything at all from his, but she used up most of the money they’d
put aside for little Mike’s college education in the process. When we saw her, I
should judge she wanted two things, one practical and one what you’d call…



spiritual?” He looked rather doubtfully at Dave, who shrugged and nodded as if
to say that word would do.

Vince nodded himself and went on. “She wanted to be shed of the not-
knowing. Was he alive or dead? Was she married or a widow? Could she lay hope
to rest or did she have to carry it yet awhile longer? Maybe that last sounds a
tri�e hard-hearted, and maybe it is, but I should think that after sixteen months,
hope must get damned heavy on your back—damned heavy to tote around.

“As for the practical, that was simple. She just wanted the insurance company
to pay o� what they owed. I know that Arla Cogan isn’t the only person in the
history of the world to hate an insurance company, but I’d have to put her high
on the list for sheer intensity. She’d been going along and going along, you see,
her and Michael, living in a three- or four-room apartment in Boulder—quite a
change after the nice house in Nederland—and her leaving him in daycare and
with babysitters she wasn’t always sure she could trust, working a job she didn’t
really want to do, going to bed alone after years of having someone to snuggle up
to, worrying over the bills, always watching the needle on the gas-gauge because
the price of gasoline was going up even then… and all the time she was sure in
her heart that he was dead, but the insurance company wouldn’t pay o� because
of what her heart knew, not when there was no body, let alone a cause of death.

“She kept asking me if ‘the bastards’—that’s what she always called em—
could ‘wiggle o�’ somehow, if they could claim it was suicide. I told her I’d never
heard of someone committing suicide by choking themselves on a piece of meat,
and later, after she had made the formal identi�cation of the death-photo in
Cathcart’s presence, he told her the same thing. That seemed to ease her mind a
little bit.

“Cathcart pitched right in, said he’d call the company agent in Brighton,
Colorado, and explain about the �ngerprints and her photo I.D. Nail everything
down tight. She cried quite a little bit at that—some in relief, some in gratitude,
some just from exhaustion, I guess.”

“Of course,” Stephanie murmured.
“I took her across to Moosie on the ferry and put her up at the Red Roof

Motel,” Vince continued. “Same place you stayed when you �rst got here, wasn’t
it?”



“Yes,” Stephanie said. She had been at a boarding house for the last month or
so, but would look for something more permanent in October. If, that was,
these two old birds would keep her on. She thought they would. She thought
that was, in large part, what this was all about.

“The three of us had breakfast the next morning,” Dave said, “and like most
people who haven’t done anything wrong and haven’t had much experience
with newspapers, she had no shyness about talking to us. No sense that any of
what she was sayin might later turn up on page one.” He paused. “And accourse
very little of it ever did. It was never the kind of story that sees much in the way
of print, once you get past the main fact of the matter: Man Found Dead On
Hammock Beach, Coroner Says No Foul Play. And by then, that was cold news,
indeed.”

“No through-line,” Stephanie said.
“No nothing!” Dave cried, and then laughed until he coughed. When that

cleared, he wiped the corners of his eyes with a large paisley handkerchief he
pulled from the back pocket of his pants.

“What did she tell you?” Stephanie asked.
“What could she tell us?” Vince responded. “Mostly what she did was ask

questions. The only one I asked her was if the chervonetz was a lucky piece or a
memento or something like that.” He snorted. “Some newspaperman I was that
day.”

“The chevron—” She gave up on it, shaking her head.
“The Russian coin in his pocket, mixed in with the rest of his change,” Vince

said. “It was a chervonetz. A ten-ruble piece. I asked her if he kept it as a lucky
piece or something. She didn’t have a clue. Said the closest Jim had ever been to
Russia was when they rented a James Bond movie called From Russia With Love
at Blockbuster.”

“He might have picked it up on the beach,” she said thoughtfully. “People
�nd all sorts of things on the beach.” She herself had found a woman’s high-heel
shoe, worn exotically smooth from many a long tumble between the sea and the
shore, while walking one day on Little Hay Beach, about two miles from
Hammock.



“Might’ve, ayuh,” Vince agreed. He looked at her, his eyes twinkling in their
deep sockets. “Want to know the two things I remember best about her the
morning after her appointment with Cathcart over in Tinnock?”

“Sure.”
“How rested she looked. And how well she ate when we sat down to

breakfast.”
“That’s a fact,” Dave agreed. “There’s that old sayin about how the

condemned man ate a hearty meal, but I’ve got an idea that no one eats so hearty
as the man—or the woman—who’s �nally been up and pardoned. And in a way
she had been. She might not have known why he came to our part of the world,
or what befell him once he got here, and I think she realized she might not ever
know—”

“She did,” Vince agreed. “She said so when I drove her back to the airport.”
“—but she knew the only important thing: he was dead. Her heart might

have been telling her that all along, but her head needed proof to go along for the
ride.”

“Not to mention in order to convince that pesky insurance company,” Dave
said.

“Did she ever get the money?” Stephanie asked.
Dave smiled. “Yes, ma’am. They dragged their feet some—those boys have a

tendency to go fast when they’re putting on the sell-job and then slow down
when someone puts in a claim—but �nally they paid. We got a letter to that
e�ect, thanking us for all our hard work. She said that without us, she’d still be
wondering and the insurance company would still be claiming that James Cogan
could be alive in Brooklyn or Tangiers.”

“What kind of questions did she ask?”
“The ones you’d expect,” Vince said. “First thing she wanted to know was

where he went when he got o� the ferry. We couldn’t tell her. We asked
questions—didn’t we, Dave?”

Dave Bowie nodded.
“But no one remembered seein him,” Vince continued. “Accourse it would

have been almost full dark by then, so there’s no real reason why anyone should
have. As for the few other passengers—and at that time of year there aren’t



many, especially on the last ferry of the day—they would have gone right to their
cars in the Bay Street parkin lot, heads down in their collars because of the wind
o� the reach.”

“And she asked about his wallet,” Dave said. “All we could tell her was that no
one ever found it… at least no one who ever turned it in to the police. I suppose
it’s possible someone could have picked it out of his pocket on the ferry, stripped
the cash out of it, then dropped it overside.”

“It’s possible that heaven’s a rodeo, too, but not likely,” Vince said drily. “If
he had cash in his wallet, why did he have more—seventeen dollars in paper
money—in his pants pocket?”

“Just in case,” Stephanie said.
“Maybe,” Vince said, “but it doesn’t feel right to me. And frankly, I �nd the

idea of a pickpocket workin the six o’clock ferry between Tinnock and Moosie a
touch more unbelievable than a commercial artist from a Denver advertising
agency charterin a jet to �y to New England.”

“In any case, we couldn’t tell her where his wallet went,” Dave said, “or where
his topcoat and suit-jacket went, or why he was found sittin out there on a
stretch of beach in nothin but his pants and shirt.”

“The cigarettes?” Stephanie asked. “I bet she was curious about those.”
Vince barked a laugh. “Curious isn’t the right word. That pack of smokes

drove her almost crazy. She couldn’t understand why he’d have had cigarettes on
him. And we didn’t need her to tell us he wasn’t the kind who’d stopped for
awhile and then decided to take the habit up again. Cathcart took a good look at
his lungs during the autopsy, for reasons I’m sure you’ll understand—”

“He wanted to make sure he hadn’t drowned after all?” Stephanie asked.
“That’s right,” Vince said. “If Dr. Cathcart had found water in the lungs

beneath that chunk of meat, it would have suggested someone trying to cover up
the way Mr. Cogan actually died. And while that wouldn’t have proved murder,
it would’ve suggested it. Cathcart didn’t �nd water in Cogan’s lungs, and he
didn’t �nd any evidence of smoking, either. Nice and pink down there, he said.
Yet someplace between Cogan’s o�ce building and Stapleton Airport, and in
spite of the tearing hurry he had to’ve been in, he must’ve had his driver stop so



he could pick up a pack. Either that or he had em put by already, which is what I
tend to believe. Maybe with his Russian coin.”

“Did you tell her that?” Stephanie asked.
“No,” Vince said, and just then the telephone rang. “’Scuse me,” he said, and

went to answer it.
He spoke brie�y, said Ayuh a time or three, then returned, stretching his back

some more as he did. “That was Ellen Dunwoodie,” he said. “She’s ready to talk
about the great trauma she’s been through, snappin o� that �re hydrant and
‘makin a spectacle of herself.’ That’s an exact quote, although I don’t think it
will appear in my pulse-poundin account of the event. In any case, I think I’d
better amble over there pretty soon; get the story while her recollection’s clear
and before she decides to make supper. I’m lucky she n her sister eat late.
Otherwise I’d be out of luck.”

“And I’ve got to get after those invoices,” Dave said. “Seems like there must be
a dozen more than there were when we left for the Gull. I swan to goodness
when you leave em alone atop a desk, they breed.”

Stephanie gazed at them with real alarm. “You can’t stop now. You can’t just
leave me hanging.”

“No other choice,” Vince said mildly. “We’ve been hanging, Ste�, and for
twenty-�ve years now. There isn’t any jilted church secretary in this one.”

“No Ellsworth city lights re�ected on the clouds downeast, either,” Dave
said. “Not even a Teodore Riponeaux in the picture, some poor old sailorman
murdered for hypothetical pirate treasure and then left to die on the foredeck in
his own blood after all his shipmates had been tossed overside—and why? As a
warning to other would-be treasure-hunters, by gorry! Now there’s a through-
line for you, dearheart!”

Dave grinned… but then the grin faded. “Nothing like that in the case of the
Colorado Kid; no string for the beads, don’t you see, and no Sherlock Holmes or
Ellery Queen to string em in any case. Just a couple of guys running a newspaper
with about a hundred stories a week to cover. None of em drawin much water
by Boston Globe standards, but stu� people on the island like to read about, all
the same. Speakin of which, weren’t you going to talk with Sam Gernerd? Find
out all the details on his famous Hayride, Dance, and Picnic?”



“I was… I am… and I want to! Do you guys understand that? That I actually
want to talk to him about that dumb thing?”

Vince Teague burst out laughing, and Dave joined him.
“Ayuh,” Vince said, when he could talk again. “Dunno what the head of your

journalism department would make of it, Ste�, he’d probably break down n cry,
but I know you do.” He glanced at Dave. “We know you do.”

“And I know you’ve got your own �sh to fry, but you must have some ideas…
some theories… after all these years…” She looked at them plaintively. “I mean…
don’t you?”

They glanced at each other and again she felt that telepathy �ow between
them, but this time she had no sense of the thought it carried. Then Dave looked
back at her. “What is it you really want to know, Stephanie? Tell us.”
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“Do you think he was murdered?” That was what she really wanted to know.
They had asked her to set the idea aside, and she had, but now the discussion of
the Colorado Kid was almost over, and she thought they would allow her to put
the subject back on the table.

“Why would you think that any more likely than accidental death, given
everything we’ve told you?” Dave asked. He sounded genuinely curious.

“Because of the cigarettes. The cigarettes almost had to have been deliberate
on his part. He just never thought it would take a year and a half for someone to
discover that Colorado stamp. Cogan believed a man found dead on a beach
with no identi�cation would rate more investigation than he got.”

“Yes,” Vince said. He spoke in a low voice but actually clenched a �st and
shook it, like a fan who has just watched a ballplayer make a key play or deliver a
clutch hit. “Good girl. Good job.”

Although just twenty-two, there were people Stephanie would have resented
for calling her a girl. This ninety-year-old man with the thin white hair, narrow
face, and piercing blue eyes was not one of them. In truth, she �ushed with
pleasure.

“He couldn’t know he’d draw a couple of thuds like O’Shanny and Morrison
when it came time to investigate his death,” Dave said. “Couldn’t know he’d
have to depend on a grad student who’d spent the last couple of months holdin
briefcases and goin out for co�ee, not to mention a couple of old guys puttin
out a weekly paper one step above a supermarket handout.”

“Hang on there, brother,” Vince said. “Them’s �ghtin words.” He put up his
elderly dukes, but with a grin.

“I think he did all right,” Stephanie said. “In the end, I think he did just �ne.”
And then, thinking of the woman and baby Michael (who would by this time be



in his mid-twenties): “So did she, actually. Without Paul Devane and you two
guys, Arla Cogan never would have gotten her insurance money.”

“Some truth to that,” Vince conceded. She was amused to see that something
in this made him uncomfortable. Not that he’d done good, she thought, but
that someone knew he had done good. They had the Internet out here; you
could see a little Direct TV satellite dish on just about every house; no �shing
boat set to sea anymore without the GPS switched on. Yet still the old Calvinist
ideas ran deep. Let not thy left hand know what thy right hand doeth.

“What exactly do you think happened?” she asked.
“No, Ste�,” Vince said. He spoke kindly but �rmly. “You’re still expectin

Rex Stout to come waltzin out of the closet, or Ellery Queen arm in arm with
Miss Jane Marple. If we knew what happened, if we had any idea, we would have
chased that idea til we dropped. And frig the Boston Globe, we would have
broken any story we found on page one of the Islander. We may have been little
newspapermen back in ’81, and we may be little old newspapermen now, but we
ain’t dead little old newspapermen. I still like the idea of a big story just �ne.”

“Me too,” Dave said. He’d gotten up, probably with those invoices on his
mind, but had now settled on the corner of his desk, swinging one large leg. “I’ve
always dreamed of us havin a story that got syndicated nationwide, and that’s
one dream I’ll probably die with. Go on, Vince, tell her as much as you think.
She’ll keep it close. She’s one of us now.”

Stephanie almost shivered with pleasure, but Vince Teague appeared not to
notice. He leaned forward, �xing her light blue eyes with his, which were a much
darker shade—the color of the ocean on a sunny day.

“All right,” he said. “I started to think something might be funny about how
he died as well as how he got here long before all that about the stamp. I started
askin myself questions when I realized he had a pack of cigarettes with only one
gone, although he’d been on the island since at least six-thirty. I made a real pest
of myself at Bayside News.”

Vince smiled at the recollection.
“I showed everyone at the shop Cogan’s picture, including the sweep-up boy.

I was convinced he must have bought that pack there, unless he got it out of a
vendin machine at a place like the Red Roof or the Shu�e Inn or maybe Sonny’s



Sunoco. The way I �gured, he must have �nished his smokes while wanderin
around Moosie, after gettin o� the ferry, then bought a fresh supply. And I also
�gured that if he got em at the News, he must have gotten em shortly before
eleven, which is when the News closes. That would explain why he just smoked
one, and only used one of his new matches, before he died.”

“But then you found out he wasn’t a smoker at all,” Stephanie said.
“That’s right. His wife said so and Cathcart con�rmed it. And later on I

became sure that pack of smokes was a message: I came from Colorado, look for
me there.”

“We’ll never know for sure, but we both think that’s what it was,” Dave said.
“Jee-sus,” she almost whispered. “So where does that lead you?”
Once more they looked at each other and shrugged those identical shrugs.

“Into a land of shadows n moonbeams,” Vince said. “Places no feature writer
from the Boston Globe will ever go, in other words. But there are a few things
I’m sure of in my heart. Would you like to hear em?”

“Yes!”
Vince spoke slowly but deliberately, like a man feeling his way down a very

dark corridor where he has been many times before.
“He knew he was goin into a desperate situation, and he knew he might go

unidenti�ed if he died. He didn’t want that to happen, quite likely because he
was worried about leaving his wife broke.”

“So he bought those cigarettes, hoping they’d be overlooked,” Stephanie said.
Vince nodded. “Ayuh, and they were.”
“But overlooked by who?”
Vince paused, then went on without answering her question. “He went

down in the elevator and out through the lobby of his building. There was a car
waitin to take him to Stapleton Airport, either right there or just around the
corner. Maybe it was just him and the driver in that car; maybe there was
someone else. We’ll never know. You asked me earlier if Cogan was wearing his
overcoat when he left that morning, and I said George the Artist didn’t
remember, but Arla said she never saw that overcoat no more, so maybe he was,
at that. If so, I think he took it o� in the car or in the airplane. I think he also



took o� his suit-coat jacket. I think someone either gave him the green jacket to
wear in their place, or it was waitin for him.”

“In the car or on the plane.”
“Ayuh,” Dave said.
“The cigarettes?”
“Don’t know for sure, but if I had to bet, I’d bet he already had em on him,”

Dave said. “He knew this was comin along… whatever this was. He’d’ve had em
in his pants pocket, I think.”

“Then, later, on the beach…” She saw Cogan, her mind’s-eye version of the
Colorado Kid, lighting his life’s �rst cigarette—�rst and last—and then strolling
down to the water’s edge with it, there on Hammock Beach, alone in the
moonlight. The midnight moonlight. He takes one pu� of the harsh, unfamiliar
smoke. Maybe two. Then he throws the cigarette into the sea. Then… what?

What?
“The plane dropped him o� in Bangor,” she heard herself saying in a voice

that sounded harsh and unfamiliar to herself.
“Ayuh,” Dave agreed.
“And his ride from Bangor dropped him o� in Tinnock.”
“Ayuh.” That was Vince.
“He ate a �sh-and-chips basket.”
“So he did,” Vince agreed. “Autopsy proves it. So did my nose. I smelled the

vinegar.”
“Was his wallet gone by then?”
“We don’t know,” Dave said. “We’ll never know. But I think so. I think he

gave it up with his topcoat, his suit-coat, and his normal life. I think what he got
in return was a green jacket, which he also gave up later on.”

“Or had taken from his dead body,” Vince said.
Stephanie shivered. She couldn’t help it. “He rides across to Moose-Lookit

Island on the six o’clock ferry, bringing Gard Edwick a paper cup of co�ee on the
way—what could be construed as tea for the tillerman, or the ferryman.”

“Yuh,” Dave said. He looked very solemn.
“By then he has no wallet, no ID, just seventeen dollars and some change that

maybe includes a Russian ten-ruble coin. Do you think that coin might have



been… oh, I don’t know… some sort of identi�cation-thingy, like in a spy novel?
I mean, the cold war between Russia and the United States would have still been
going on then, right?”

“Full blast,” Vince said. “But Ste�—if you were going to dicker with a
Russian secret agent, would you use a ruble to introduce yourself?”

“No,” she admitted. “But why else would he have it? To show it to someone,
that’s all I can think of.”

“I’ve always had the intuition that someone gave it to him,” Dave said.
“Maybe along with a piece of cold sirloin steak, wrapped up in a piece of tinfoil.”

“Why?” she asked. “Why would they?”
Dave shook his head. “I don’t know.”
“Was there tinfoil found at the scene? Maybe thrown into that sea-grass along

the far edge of the beach?”
“O’Shanny and Morrison sure didn’t look,” Dave said. “Me n Vince had a

hunt all around Hammock Beach after that yella tape was taken down—not
speci�cally for tinfoil, you understand, but for anything that looked like it might
bear on the dead man, anything at all. We found nothing but the usual litter—
candy-wrappers and such.”

“If the meat was in foil or a Baggie, the Kid might very well have tossed it into
the water, along with his one cigarette,” Vince said.

“About that piece of meat in his throat…”
Vince was smiling a little. “I had several long conversations about that piece

of steak with both Doc Robinson and Dr. Cathcart. Dave was in on a couple of
em. I remember Cathcart saying to me once, this had to’ve been not more than a
month before the heart attack that took his life six or seven years ago, ‘You go
back to that old business the way a kid who’s lost a tooth goes back to the hole
with the tip of his tongue.’ And I thought to myself, yep, that’s exactly right,
exactly what it’s like. It’s like a hole I can’t stop poking at and licking into, trying
to �nd the bottom of.

“First thing I wanted to know was if that piece of meat could have been
jammed down Cogan’s throat, either with �ngers or some sort of instrument
like a lobster-pick, after he was dead. And that’s crossed your mind, hasn’t it?”

Stephanie nodded.



“He said it was possible but unlikely, because that piece of steak had not only
been chewed, but chewed enough to be swallowed. It wasn’t really meat at all
anymore, but rather what Cathcart called ‘organic pulp-mass.’ Someone else
could have chewed it that much, but would have been unlikely to have planted it
after doing so, for fear it would have looked insu�cient to cause death. Are you
with me?”

She nodded again.
“He also said that meat chewed to a pulp-mass would be hard to manipulate

with an instrument. It would tend to break up when pushed from the back of
the mouth into the throat. Fingers could do it, but Cathcart said he believed he
would have seen signs of that, most likely straining of the jaw ligatures.” He
paused, thinking, then shook his head. “There’s a technical term for that kind of
jaw-poppin, but I don’t remember it.”

“Tell her what Robinson told you,” Dave said. His eyes were sparkling. “It
didn’t come to nummore’n the rest in the end, but I always thought it was
wicked int’restin.”

“He said there were certain muscle relaxants, some of em exotic, and Cogan’s
midnight snack might have been treated with one of those,” Vince said. “He
might get the �rst few bites down all right, accounting for what was found in his
stomach, and then �nd himself all at once with a bite he wasn’t able to swallow
once it was chewed.”

“That must have been it!” Stephanie cried. “Whoever dosed the meat sat
there and just watched him choke! Then, when Cogan was dead, the murderer
propped him up against the litter basket and took away the rest of the steak so it
could never be tested! It was never a gull at all! It…” She stopped, looking at
them. “Why are you shaking your heads?”

“The autopsy, dear,” Vince said. “Nothing like that showed up on the blood-
gas chromatograph tests.”

“But if it was something exotic enough…”
“Like in an Agatha Christie yarn?” Vince asked, with a wink and a little smile.

“Well, maybe… but there was also the piece of meat in his throat, don’t you
know.”

“Oh. Right. Dr. Cathcart had that to test, didn’t he?” She slumped a little.



“Ayuh,” Vince agreed, “and did. We may be country mice, but we do have the
occasional dark thought. And the closest thing to poison on that chunk of
chewed-up meat was a little salt.”

She was silent for a moment. Then she said (in a very low voice): “Maybe it
was the kind of stu� that disappears.”

“Ayuh,” Dave said, and his tongue rounded the inside of one cheek. “Like the
Coast Lights after an hour or two.”

“Or the rest of the Lisa Cabot’s crew,” Vince added.
“And once he got o� the ferry, you don’t know where he went.”
“No, ma’am,” Vince said. “We’ve looked o� n on for over twenty-�ve years

and never found a soul who claims to have seen him before Johnny and Nancy
did around quarter past six on the morning of April 24th. And for the record—
not that anyone’s keepin one—I don’t believe that anyone took what remained
of that steak from his hand after he choked on his last bite. I believe a seagull
stole the last of it from his dead hand, just as we always surmised. And gorry, I
really do have to get a move on.”

“And I have to get with those invoices,” Dave said. “But �rst, I think another
little rest-stop might be in order.” That said, he lumbered toward the bathroom.

“I suppose I better get with this column,” Stephanie said. Then she burst out,
half-laughing and half-serious: “But I almost wish you hadn’t told me, if you
were going to leave me hanging! It’ll be weeks before I get this out of my mind!”

“It’s been twenty-�ve years, and it’s still not out of ours,” Vince said. “And at
least you know why we didn’t tell that guy from the Globe.”

“Yes. I do.”
He smiled and nodded. “You’ll do all right, Stephanie. You’ll do �ne.” He

gave her shoulder a friendly squeeze, then started for the door, grabbing his
narrow reporter’s notebook from his littered desk on his way by and stu�ng it
into his back pocket. He was ninety but still walked easy, his back only slightly
bent with age. He wore a gentleman’s white shirt, its back crisscrossed with a
gentleman’s suspenders. Halfway across the room he stopped and turned to her
again. A shaft of late sunlight caught his baby-�ne white hair and turned it into a
halo.

“You’ve been a pleasure to have around,” he said. “I want you to know that.”



“Thank you.” She hoped she didn’t sound as close to tears as she suddenly
felt. “It’s been wonderful. I was a little dubious at �rst, but… but now I guess it
goes right back at you. It’s a pleasure to be here.”

“Have you thought about staying? I think you have.”
“Yes. You bet I have.”
He nodded gravely. “Dave and I have spoken about that. It’d be good to have

some new blood on the sta�. Some young blood.”
“You guys’ll go on for years,” she said.
“Oh yes,” he said, o�-handedly, as if that were a given, and when he died six

months later, Stephanie would sit in a cold church, taking notes on the service in
her own narrow reporter’s book, and think: He knew it was coming. “I’ll be
around for years yet. Still, if you wanted to stay, we’d like to have you. You don’t
have to answer one way or another now, but consider it an o�er.”

“All right, I will. And I think we both know what the answer will be.”
“That’s �ne, then.” He started to turn, then turned back one last time.

“School’s almost out for the day, but I could tell you one more thing about our
business. May I?”

“Of course.”
“There are thousands of papers and tens of thousands of people writing

stories for em, but there are only two types of stories. There are news stories,
which usually aren’t stories at all, but only accounts of unfolding events. Things
like that don’t have to be stories. People pick up a newspaper to read about the
blood and the tears the way they slow down to look at a wreck on the highway,
and then they move on. But what do they �nd inside of their newspaper?”

“Feature stories,” Stephanie said, thinking of Hanratty and his unexplained
mysteries.

“Ayuh. And those are stories. Every one of em has a beginning, a middle, and
an end. That makes em happy news, Ste�, always happy news. Even if the story
is about a church secretary who probably killed half the congregation at the
church picnic because her lover jilted her, that is happy news, and why?”

“I don’t know.”
“You better,” Dave said, emerging from the bathroom and still wiping his

hands on a paper towel. “You better know if you want to be in this business, and



understand what it is you’re doin.” He cast the paper towel into his wastebasket
on his way by.

She thought about it. “Feature stories are happy stories because they’re over.”
“That’s right!” Vince cried, beaming. He threw his hands in the air like a

revival preacher. “They have resolution! They have closure! But do things have a
beginning, a middle, and an end in real life, Stephanie? What does your
experience tell you?”

“When it comes to newspaper work, I don’t have much,” she said. “Just the
campus paper and, you know, Arts ’N Things here.”

Vince waved this away. “Your heart n mind, what do they tell you?”
“That life usually doesn’t work that way.” She was thinking of a certain

young man who would have to be dealt with if she decided to stay here beyond
her four months… and that dealing might be messy. Probably would be messy.
Rick would not take the news well, because in Rick’s mind, that wasn’t how the
story was supposed to go.

“I never read a feature story that wasn’t a lie,” Vince said mildly, “but usually
you can make a lie �t on the page. This one would never �t. Unless…” He gave a
little shrug.

For a moment she didn’t know what that shrug meant. Then she
remembered something Dave had said not long after they’d gone out to sit on
the deck to sit in the late August sunshine. It’s ours, he’d said, sounding almost
angry. A guy from the Globe, a guy from away—he’d only muck it up.

“If you’d given this to Hanratty, he would’ve used it, wouldn’t he?” she asked
them.

“Wasn’t ours to give, because we don’t own it,” Vince said. “It belongs to
whoever tracks it down.”

Smiling a little, Stephanie shook her head. “I think that’s disingenuous. I
think you and Dave are the last two people alive who know the whole thing.”

“We were,” Dave said. “Now there’s you, Ste�.”
She nodded to him, acknowledging the implicit compliment, then turned her

attention back to Vince Teague, eyebrows raised. After a second or two, he
chuckled.



“We didn’t tell him about the Colorado Kid because he would have taken a
true unexplained mystery and made it into just another feature story,” Vince
said. “Not by changin any of the facts, but by emphasizing one thing—the
concept of muscle-relaxants making it hard or impossible to swallow, let’s say—
and leavin something else out.”

“That there was absolutely no sign of anything like that in this case, for
instance,” Stephanie said.

“Ayuh, maybe that, maybe something else. And maybe he would have written
it that way on his own, simply because making a story out of things that ain’t
quite a story on their own gets to be a habit after a certain number of years in
this business, or maybe his editor would have sent it back to him to do on a
rewrite.”

“Or the editor might’ve done it himself, if time was tight,” Dave put in.
“Yep, editors have been known to do that, as well,” Vince agreed. “In any case,

the Colorado Kid would most likely have ended up bein installment number
seven or eight in Hanratty’s Unexplained Mysteries of New England series,
something for people to marvel over for �fteen minutes or so on Sunday and line
their kitty-litter boxes with on Monday.”

“And it wouldn’t be yours anymore,” Stephanie said.
Dave nodded, but Vince waved his hand as if to say Oh, pish-tush. “That I

could put up with, but it would’ve hung a lie around the neck of a man who
ain’t alive to refute it, and that I won’t put up with. Because I don’t have to.” He
glanced at his watch. “In any case, I’m on my horse. Whichever one of you’s last
out the door, be sure to lock it behind you, all right?”

Vince left. They watched him go, then Dave turned back to her. “Any more
questions?”

She laughed. “A hundred, but none you or Vince could answer, I guess.”
“Just as long as you don’t get tired of askin em, that’s �ne.” He wandered o�

to his desk, sat down, and pulled a stack of papers toward him with a sigh.
Stephanie started back toward her own desk, then something caught her eye on
the wall-length bulletin board at the far end of the room, opposite Vince’s
cluttered desk. She walked over for a closer look.



The left half of the bulletin board was layered with old front pages of the
Islander, most yellowed and curling. High in the corner, all by itself, was the
front page from the week of July 9th, 1952. The headline read MYSTERY
LIGHTS OVER HANCOCK FASCINATE THOUSANDS. Below was a photograph
credited to one Vincent Teague—who would have been just thirty-seven back
then, if she had her math right. The crisp black-and-white showed a Little
League �eld with a billboard in deep center reading HANCOCK LUMBER
ALWAYS KNOWS THE SCORE! To Stephanie the photo looked as if it had been
snapped at twilight. The few adults in the single set of sagging bleachers were
standing and looking up into the sky. So was the ump, who stood straddling
home plate with his mask in his right hand. One set of players—the visiting
team, she assumed—was bunched tightly together around third base, as if for
comfort. The other kids, wearing jeans and jerseys with the words HANCOCK
LUMBER printed on the back, stood in a rough line across the in�eld, all staring
upward. And on the mound the little boy who had been pitching held his glove
up to one of the bright circles which hung in the sky just below the clouds, as if
to touch that mystery, and bring it close, and open its heart, and know its story.



Afterword

Depending on whether you liked or hated The Colorado Kid (I think for many
people there’ll be no middle ground on this one, and that’s �ne with me), you
have my friend Scott to thank or blame. He brought me the news clipping that
got it going.

Every writer of �ction has had somebody bring him or her a clipping from
time to time, sure that the subject will make a wonderful story. “You’ll only have
to change it around a little,” the clipping-bearer says with an optimistic smile. I
don’t know how this works with other writers, but it had never worked with me,
and when Scott handed me an envelope with a cutting from a Maine newspaper
inside, I expected more of the same. But my mother raised no ingrates, so I
thanked him, took it home, and tossed it on my desk. A day or two later I tore
the envelope open, read the feature story inside, and was immediately galvanized.

I have lost the clipping since, and for once Google, that twenty-�rst century
idiot savant, has been of no help, so all I can do is summarize from memory, a
notoriously unreliable reference source. Yet in this case that hardly matters, since
the feature story was only the spark that lit the little �re that burns through these
pages, and not the �re itself.

What caught my eye immediately upon unfolding the clipping was a drawing
of a bright red purse. The story was of the young woman who had owned it. She
was seen one day walking the main street of a small island community o� the
coast of Maine with that red purse over her arm. The next day she was found
dead on one of the island beaches, sans purse or identi�cation of any kind. Even
the cause of her death was a mystery, and although it was eventually put down to
drowning, with alcohol perhaps a contributing factor, that diagnosis remains
tentative to this day.

The young woman was eventually identi�ed, but not until her remains had
spent a long, lonely time in a mainland crypt. And I was left again with a smack



of that mystery the Maine islands like Cranberry and Monhegan have always
held for me—their contrasting yet oddly complimentary atmospheres of
community and solitariness. There are few places in America where the line
between the little world Inside and all the great world Outside is so �rmly and
deeply drawn. Islanders are full of warmth for those who belong, but they keep
their secrets well from those who do not. And—as Agatha Christie shows so
memorably in Ten Little Indians—there is no locked room so grand as an island,
even one where the mainland looks just a long step away on a clear summer
afternoon; no place so perfectly made for a mystery.

Mystery is my subject here, and I am aware that many readers will feel
cheated, even angry, by my failure to provide a solution to the one posed. Is it
because I had no solution to give? The answer is no. Should I have set my wits to
work (as Richard Adams puts it in his forenote to Shardik), I could likely have
provided half a dozen, three good, two a-country fair, and one �ne as paint. I
suspect many of you who have read the case know what some or all of them are.
But in this one case—this very hard case, if I may be allowed a small pun on the
imprint under whose cover the tale lies—I’m really not interested in the solution
but in the mystery. Because it was the mystery that kept bringing me back to the
story, day after day.

Did I care about those two old geezers, gnawing ceaselessly away at the case in
their spare time even as the years went by and they grew ever more geezerly? Yes,
I did. Did I care about Stephanie, who’s clearly undergoing a kind of test, and
being judged by kind but hard judges? Yes—I wanted her to pass. Was I happy
with each little discovery, each small ray of light shed? Of course. But mostly
what drew me on was the thought of the Colorado Kid, propped there against
that trash barrel and looking out at the ocean, an anomaly that stretched even
the most �exible credulity to the absolute snapping point. Maybe even a little
beyond. In the end, I didn’t care how he got there; like a nightingale glimpsed in
the desert, it just took my breath away that he was.

And, of course, I wanted to see how my characters coped with the fact of
him. It turned out they did quite well. I was proud of them. Now I will wait for
my mail, both e- and of the snail variety, and see how you guys do with him.



I don’t want to belabor the point, but before I leave you, I ask you to
consider the fact that we live in a web of mystery, and have simply gotten so used
to the fact that we have crossed out the word and replaced it with one we like
better, that one being reality. Where do we come from? Where were we before
we were here? Don’t know. Where are we going? Don’t know. A lot of churches
have what they assure us are the answers, but most of us have a sneaking
suspicion all that might be a con-job laid down to �ll the collection plates. In the
meantime, we’re in a kind of compulsory dodgeball game as we free-fall from
Wherever to Ain’t Got A Clue. Sometimes bombs go o� and sometimes the
planes land okay and sometimes the blood tests come back clean and sometimes
the biopsies come back positive. Most times the bad telephone call doesn’t come
in the middle of the night but sometimes it does, and either way we know we’re
going to drive pedal-to-the-metal into the mystery eventually.

It’s crazy to be able to live with that and stay sane, but it’s also beautiful. I
write to �nd out what I think, and what I found out writing The Colorado Kid
was that maybe—I just say maybe—it’s the beauty of the mystery that allows us
to live sane as we pilot our fragile bodies through this demolition-derby world.
We always want to reach for the lights in the sky, and we always want to know
where the Colorado Kid (the world is full of Colorado Kids) came from.
Wanting might be better than knowing. I don’t say that for sure; I only suggest
it. But if you tell me I fell down on the job and didn’t tell all of this story there
was to tell, I say you’re all wrong.

On that I am sure.
Stephen King

January 31, 2005
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